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A Saving Account at this bank has been a School
. of"-'7hrift'~~-and-'-afoundatiori"of business "success

for many people. Thesavirigs accounts' of students
are invited. ..-.,..' . '
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LEARN TO SAVE SAVE TO LEARN

The.-Western ..13arik. & Trust Co.
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Clifton Avenue and McMillan Street

SHEPARD
BALL BEARING ELEVATORS

Full automatic freight and passenger elevators.
speed up to 600 feet per minute.

Shepard elevators are the most efficient and have
the lowest maintenance cost of any elevator on the
~arket. .

You are cordially invited to visit our new plant.

THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO.
2425'to 2431 COLERAIN AVENUE
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EAST MEETS WEST
.BETWEEN FLOORS IN JAPAN

1OCTOBER,1926

Every day in the Mitsukoshi Depart- The escalator is applicable wherever
ment Store of Tokyo Otis Escalators are it is necessary or advisable to keep a
refuting Kipling's positive statement large number of people moving con-
that "Never the twain shall meet." stantly, rapidly, and without fatigue.

Rather, Otis Escalators emphasize The chronological and numerical
that "There is neither East nor West" record of escalator installations in a few
for conveniences of modern civiliza- typical department stores i~:;:an impor-
tion and progress. rant chapter in merchandising history.

R.H. MACY & Co., N. Y.-4 in 1904; 1 in 1911; 2 in 1922/ 18 in 1923.

BOSTON STORE, CHICAGO-7 in 1905; 2 in 1912; 10 in 1913; 4 in 1926.

A. HAMBURGER & SONS, Los ANGELES-1 in 1908,- 7 in 1923.

T. EATON & CO., LTD.,ToRONTO-3 in 1913; 2 in 1916/2 in 1919/3 in1924.

MITSUKOSHI, TOKYO, JAPAN - 6 in 1919; 1 in 1920,~ 4 in 1925.

O'TIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
Offices in all Principal Cities of the W orld



When. the sun goes down
More than 350,000,000 incandescent lamps, with a
combined light of nine billion candlepower,make
city streets, stores, and homes brighter than ever
before.
In bungalow or mansion, workshop or factory,
dormitory or auditorium, there is no excuse for
poor illumination. We have cheaper and better
lighting in the electric lamp than ever before; for
the dollar that bought 1,115 candlepower-hours of
light with the carbon-filament lamps of 1886,
now buys 16,200 candlepower-hours of light with
the MAZDA lamps. ~
Not only more light, but correctly applied light, is
the order of the day. The electric lamp, with its
flameless yet highly concentrated light source,
lends itself ideally to reflectors, shades, and screens.
It is controlled light-sa.fe light. And illumina-
tion becomes an exact science.
During college days and in after life, correct light-
ing must ever be of paramount importance to the
college man and woman. Good lighting is the
worthy handmaiden of culture and progress.

44-51DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC
G ENE R A L E:L E C T RIC COM PAN Y , S C HEN E eTA D Y , NEW Y 0 R K

3-8-26

The General Electric
Company is the world's
largest manufacturer of
incandescent lamps. And
behind the G-E MAZDA
lamps are vast research
laboratories dedicated
to cheaper and better
electric illumination, and
to the conservation of
eyesight.----
A series of G-E adver-
tisements showing what
electricity is doing in
many fields will be sent
on request. Ask fo~
booklet GEK-l.- ~

With the hemispherical lntellrator the illuminating engi;'eer measures light
intensities and distribution. These laboratory findings are pZBctical/y
applied to improve our everyday illumination.
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Nosing Through the Cloud Ceiling at 5,000 Feet Altitude

THE TAKEOFF
By B. W. SCHELLENBACH, C. E. '31

The blocks are put under the wheels, and one of the A slight gust of wind rocks the ship, calling, challenging
mechanics appears from the shop. He whirls the propeller me to be up on its buoyant stream, so I push. the throttle
a few turns to charge the cylinders with gasoline vapor, all the way forward. The great plane gathers momentum
then he shouts, "Contact." After I answer with "Contact," slowly, but finally begins to get a lift under her wings at
he gives the propeller a quick throw, and jumps clear. about forty miles an hour. A few hillocks on the runway
With a sudden burst of flame and smoke the great motor send her into a series of long, gentle bounces, on each of
roars into life. I allow it to idle at about eight hundred which she is less willing to return to the earth. Finally,
revolutions per minute until the temperature gauge on the she ceases to settle and gathers speed as the friction with
dashboard reaches 140 degrees, then slowly increase the the ground ceases. Shall I miss the uiiresi I pull back
speed to be sure that it is "turning up" to its required gently on the stick, and the ship responds majestically,
number of revolutions. The tachometer climbs-1200- pushing her nose toward the clouds on the strength of the
1350-1450 and up to 1800, where the moan is deafening rising breeze. I cross the wires with a hundred feet to
and the ship is straining to take the air. spare, and after gaining enough altitude for a turn, I

After throttling the motor back to idling speed again, I circle back over the field to wave qood-bye at. the boys ~ho
d i th hani h th bl k Ph' watched my takeoff, Then I bank aqaui inio the uiind.no 0 e mec anic, w 0 removes e oc s. us inq

. The earth, already far below, falls away and becomes more
the throttle forward a bii causes the plane to roll forward fl t D t 'Z l di ii i Th Oh . R' TT II. . . a . e at s ose is uu: ness. e lO lver y a ey
slowly. A glance at lhe uiind cone shows me that the uiind fl' 't li t. d b t th h 'Il P tl haz. inqs l seu Jar own e ween e t s. resen y a e
is fr~m t~e east, necessit~ting a take~ff out over the hiqh- begins to come between me and the earth. The altimeter
tension line and the railroad. Haoinq reached the west records 2,000 feet. Ahead floats a white, fleecy cloud, and
end of the level grass runway, I tarn the rudder and the around me are many more. I climb above them, where
ship obeys instantly, swinging into position with her nose there is a "ceiling" of grayish ones, into which the
pointed east. I pause a minute to be sure nothing has ship soon.thruste an inquiring nose. Praying that the
been forgotten. One does nol dare to forget in this busi- dampness of the vapors will not stop the motor, I climb
ness. through them into the eternal sunshine above.
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The If a man familiarize himself with the ori- Yes, the engineer should concern himself with all of
Dean's gin and subsequent development of Men, this knowledge, for he derives thereby great benefits.
Lectures Ideas and Matter, that man will possess one- He learns of the perfection and of the immutability of
half the elements that go into the making of a cultured nature's laws. Secondly, his mind is made tolerant,
man. If he further acquires a knowledge and an ap- his imagination more keen and vivid. And finally, as a
preciation of the interrelations of Men, Ideas, and cultured man-for he becomes that with a possession
Matter, and of the fundamental natural laws that of all this knowledge-he is humbly and fully orien-
govern these, he will complete the requirements of tated in the Great Scheme of Things. It is then the
a cultured man. major aspects of this knowledge that Dean Schneider

Yet" why should an engineer want to know that the in a series of lectures is now presenting to the upper
gyratings of electrons about protons produce atoms; classmen of the Engineering School. And the lectures
that spiralings of gases for billions of years have added. bear out the Dean's general conception of an engineer-
countless solar systems to the mad whirl towards in- ing education: that it should produce engineers who are
finity; that the stars of his heavens are but a blotch on practical, theoretical, and cultured. .
the face of eternity? Ought an engineer concern him-
self with the origin and growth of Life from the proto- ----------
zoa up through the numerous stages to the ultimate, Found- The Republicans are gloating over things
the first Man, and then from him to the progenitor of An Issue as they are. The god of prosperity owes
modern man, the art-loving Cro-Magnon? Should an his life to them. The Democrats are
engineer know of the social 'evolution of humanity from bleating about things as they might be-the resuscitat-
the family, to the clan, to the nation, to the industrial ing of the common weal is their avowed aim. Each
consolidation, to' internationalism? Should he know, searches madly for a clear-cut campaign issue. The
too, the growth and products of man's mind-his lit- old party alignments, the tariff and Washington's isola-
erature, his fine arts, his philosophy? And finally, is it tion, have lost their dramatic appeal; the World Court
of consequence to the engineer that the centuries of doesn't seem vital to the commoner; duties on foreign
the Christian era are but a pinch in time? trade have been an integral part of our economic
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Friendship is the most important factor in college
life, for after all education is mental contact. Activities
widen the student's acquaintance and augment his list
of friends. Many of these friends will be lost in years
to come, but others will be leaders in the community
and in the nation. College life would be very drab,
indeed, if it were not for the friends and the memories
that we make there.

Dean Schneider recognized the value of extra-curricu-
lar activities by the inauguration of Hobby Hour. Of
course some of the Hobbies are of a scholastic nature,
but others favor the athlete. Hobby Hour football,
baseball, basket ball, track, and swimming have
brought out the innate abilities of many good men. Be-
side the activities in the realm of sport, are the positions
on the staffs of the various publications, class offices,
club offices, and membership on the many committees
incident to the functioning of any organization.

Activities, although work in themselves, lighten the
monotony of study and keep "Jack from being a dull
boy." If a student picks his activity, and works con-
scientiously at it, though he may not attain distinction,
he will never regret the time and effort invested.

Minor Sports If U. C. had an athletic hall of fame,
At U. C. the place of the football man would

stand paramount. Granting due credit
to the major sport athlete, the criticism that major
sports are given slightly more than their share of glory
should be considered.

The popularity of a sport depends to a large extent
upon its success. Too often, the success of a major
sport, and in which success the student body and public
is highly interested, overshadows the accomplishments
of a minor sport whose offerings involve as much skill,
training and stamina as do those of a major sport.

At U. C., this attitude is especially noticeable ..
Swimming, wrestling, tennis, and soccer are almost
virgin fields. Soccer and tennis as a whole, have been
slightly supported. Interest in swimming and wrestling,
however, was given a fresh impetus last season by
championship teams in both these sports, and the
interest may be safely predicted to increase with the
splendid prospects for this year.

Good sportsmanship, of which U. C. men are so
proud, is synonymous with fair play. In the interest of
fair play, then, the students will do well not only to
support loyally our major athletics, but also to give
some time and interest to the minor sports-the sports
which do not bring overnight fame by any single
grandstand play, but .which nevertheless require real
work and real men to make them successful.

After all, the little man in the minor sport can fight
just as hard for his Alma Mater, and thrill just as much
in victory, as his colleague of large avoirdupois can do
in football.

structure for so long that the country is loath to see
them change. The good old 100 per cent American is
too much of a sportsman to take kindly to a mud-
throwing campaign, such as the current wild harangues
over Newberryism or pure milk or integrity of office.

The miracle of it all is that some wise politician
doesn't resort to his "Principles of Economics" and
reason thusly with the voter: "the industrial prosperity
of the nation depends upon the degree to which the
division of labor is applied to its industries; the division
of labor is limited by the extent of the market; the
market can be extended by improving the transporta-
tion and by lowering prices; ergo, I stand or fallon this
platform, to utilize the great potential water supplies
of the nation to generate electricity in such vast
amounts that the cost of power, the prime mover of
industry, will be lessened considerably. The complete
electrification of the railways will inevitably follow;
the cost of production of commodities will be lessened;
the rate of turnover of commodities will be increased;
prices will fall and the purchasing power of the dollar
will be greater."

There are great power projects hanging fire in the
Northwest, on the Pacific Coast, on the Mississippi, the
Niagara, the St. Lawrence, the Delaware, Boulder
Canyon. The first Congress after the November elec-
tions will consider the matter of federal, state or private
ownership of Muscle Shoals, and the many other actual
or projected power stations. Why then doesn't some
eager vote-getter build his platform on this clear-cut
issue of the development of electric power? Perhaps
there is no politician stumping today who has the
necessary technical qualifications to comprehend the
power issue. We suggest that the engineering profession
send forth one of its members into the modern political
arena; we have little fear that, using the power issue,
he could conduct a campaign as "clean as a hound's
tooth" that would gather in the vast majority of the
votes from "the rock-bound coast of Maine to the sun-
kissed shores of California!"

Service To succeed, a man must render service to
others. Not the usual mere labor for per-

sonal existence, but the many services that money
cannot buy. True, many men have attained success
by hard-fisted methods. How many are the men,
however, who by rendering service to others, yet not
asking for a similar favor in return, have never wanted
for friendship and an equal service from their fellow-
men? Some people are not of a gregarious disposition,
but even those will find need of a friend at some time
or another.

Another way of saying "service" is "activities".
Activities are part of a college man's education. Just
how much of a part they play is problematical, but
even the most skeptical will admit that activities are a
very important factor in a good education.
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4 ~ ~g5 THE 1926 SQUAD

Standing-Franks, Line Coach; Bradford, Freshman Coach; Bossart, Williams, Mills, Flagge, Bryant, Crampton, Christy, Herman,
~~~ Single, Bolton, Dial, Hallerman, Schwarm, Borneman, Smith, Coach McLaren.
Kneeling-Crawford, Manager; LeMay, Starrick, Bonser, Burbank, Fennekohl, Grasfeder, Nimmo, Post, Smith, Vetter, Mayer.
Sitting- Gilbert, Hersig, Lipsitz, Gervers, Morress, Schott, Fisher, Quinn, Filger, Lethes. Waldman.

FOOTBALL GOSSIP
By R. S. CORWIN, COM. E. '27

Speaking of football-yes, that reminds me of a We looked forward to a great squad this year, and
story told down Pennsylvania way. It seems that at possibly we expected too much. One thing we are
the funerals held by the native Dutch of that section sure of; we have a better team this year than last, and
it was customary for the neighbors of the deceased to as long as we're improving, why grow dissatisfied?
stand around the gr~ve and eulogize him. The time Which recalls the old proverb that Rome wasn't built
came when the most unpopular man in the community in a day.
passed away and there was a full turnout of people Let's dispense with the blues; we've heard them sung
who attended his funeral because of curiosity, and not enough from other sources. The boys have won all
sorrow. When the time came for eulogies the silence their home games and have won half the games played
was long and painful until one old man came forward so far. We followed the team to Ohio and Western
and said: "I vill say for Yawcob this: he vas not always Reserve, and there was evidence of great improve-
so bad as he vas sometimes." ment in the Reserve game over the week before. If the

It is much the same with the comments we hear on boys continue to show this improvement, coupled with
the football situation. The blues are being sung, and the pep and fight that was evidenced in that game,
the anvil chorus is in midseason form. Such extreme there will be a big upset in the football dope on Thanks-
criticism is unjust. Our team is not a world-beater, giving day, and perhaps before.
we admit that; but neither is it as bad as it has been So quit grumbling, folks, and let's get behind the
painted.' At times it has been very good. team with the good old war cry, "Lick Miami."
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A HALF CENTURY OF THE TELEPHONE
By L. L. LAMBORN, COM. ENG. '29

Illuslraf ions Courtesy Telephone Topics

Half a century ago, on March 7, 1876, a patent was acid, and consequently the resistance of the circuit
granted and issued to Alexander Graham Bell for a varied as the voice made the diaphragm vibrate, makin,
curious looking contrivance which developed into the the galvanic current undulate in speech form. The CUI

modern telephone. was fitted and connected to the wire running betweer
Deep secrecy marked the early endeavors of Professor the two rooms. N either of the experimenters knea

Bell, as he worked in the home of Thomas Sanders, in that they were about to try the best transmitter that
Salem, Mass. Bell was constantly afraid that his ideas had as yet heen devised. As Mr. Watson was at the
might be stolen, as the world at that time was full of receiving telephone, he was to hear Mr. Bell's voice

come from it, saying; "Mr. Watson, come here, I want
you. ' , Watson rushed into. the other room and found
that Bell had upset the acid battery on his clothes. He
forgot his spoiled trousers, whenW atson told him how
clearly he had heard his words, and was jubilant, when
he went to the other room and heard how plainly
Watson's words came through.

Centennial Exposition
During the year 1876, Dom Pedro, emperor of

Brazil, was visiting North America to consult with the
young Boston teacher of the deaf, Alexander Graham
Bell. After his visit with Bell the emperor went to
Philadelphia, where he was guest of honor at the
Centennial Exposition. It was a hot June day and the
group of scientists were about to adjourn for the day,
leaving the remaining exhibits-Bell's included-for
attention at some future date. Just at this juncture
Dom Pedro recognized in the party the young teacher
of the deaf; "Why Mr. Bell, what are you doing here?"
was his friendly greeting. Bell explained that he had
perfected a device caned the "telephone" by means of
which he could transmit spoken messages 4 over a wire
electrically. The emperor was keenly interested and

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
Inventor of the Telephone

inventors working along the same line. Sanders was
Bell's principal backer in those early days, and for
three years the cellar of the Sanders home was his
laboratory. It was littered with tuning forks, magnets,
batteries, coils of wire, and other accessories. Bell
worked alone, usually at night, having little regard for
the fact that sleep was quite as necessary for him as for
the Sanders family.

The First Laboratory
When his experimenting on the speaking telephone

had fairly begun, Bell decided that, until his patent
was secured, it was well to keep his apparatus .out of
sight as much as possible. To do this he rented for
$4.00 a week a room at 5 Exeter Place. Here he fitted
upa laboratory, running a wire to test the telephones
between the two rooms. In these two rooms Bell and
his assistant, Thomas A. Watson, did practically all
the experimenting for the next two years, until the
telephone was ready for public use.

On March 10, 1876, Watson had finished a battery
transmitter in which a wire attached to a diaphragm
touched diluted sulphuric acid in a small metal cup,
both being included in a circuit through a battery and
the receiving telephone. The depth of the wire in the

Liquid Telephone

The [irsi telephone and transmitter used by Professor Bell on
March 10, 1876, when he made the Historic call: "Mr. Watson,
come here; I want you."

asked that he might see a demonstration. The party
of scientists remained to watch the unknown Boston
scientist demonstrate to the royalty his newly in-
vented device. Bell showed the emperor how to hold
the receiver to his ear and then went to the other part
of the building and spoke into the transmitter. Sud-
denly Dom Pedro straightened and exclaimed, "My
God, it talks." Each of the scientists tried the appa-
ratus, and, to use a modern expression, the telephone
had been "sold" to the world of scientists.

The First Telephone-1875
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The founders of the Bell System had little money; but
they had great faith. None of them had salary and, aside
from the expenses of numerous law suits, their principal
need for money was to pay the bills for constructing the
telephones. Their standard instrument at that early
date was a big box telephone, which was exceedingly
clumsy and costly to build. Watson, who was in charge
of the engineering department, had charge of building
these boxes. One evening the happy thought entered
his mind, that if the coils and cores were put on the side
of the telephone magnet, instead of on the end, the
body of the magnet would be brought parallel to the
diaphragm instead of at right angles to it, and so would
allow a large reduction in the size and cost of the box.
The mouth-piece used on these wall phones, is an
illustration of the meagre facilities of the time as well
as of the need for economy. A hard rubber sponge
holder was used, which worked so well that its form has
never been changed. 'i

Bell had as yet to sell his telephone to the doubting
public. In order to do so, he delivered a series of public
lectures, which were well attended, and later he was
paid to lecture and demonstrate his apparatus. These
lectures were an aid in solving the money problem and
also permitted the practice of leasing them so as to
retain control, as is now done by the Bell System, in-
stead of selling them outright.

The First Telephone Booth
In one of his demonstrations, Bell thought he would

like to astonish his New York listeners by having his
lectures sent to them from Boston. Arrangements were
made to use the Atlantic and Pacific Companies' wires
between these two towns. With Bell in New York,
and Watson in Boston, they carried on conversation
for several hours. Watson in order to deaden the noise
about him, took the blankets from his bed and ar-
ranged them in a sort of a loose tunnel, with the tele-
phone tied in one end, and the other end open for him
to crawl into. Thus we have the story of the first

"Mr. Wat.son, Come Here; I Want You." \!J I·GJ

telephone booth, and the first long distance telephone
conversation. A record of the conversation carried on
between the two inventors that night was published
in next morning's "Advertiser", as the latest startling
scientific achievement.

Switchboard Development
To insure apparatus which would work harmoniously

and would insure transmission, a manufacturing plant,
now the Western Electric Company, was taken over
and made a part of the growing Bell System. The
magneto switchboard was developed and later was
followed by the common battery switchboard, which
was even more efficient. The introduction of the tele-

First Telephone Switchboard in New Haven for Eight Subscribers

The "multiple" switchboard is so called because
each subscriber's line that terminates at the switch-
board is duplicated or "multiplied" on every section
)f the board, thus allowing the board operator to con-
nect a party on one line with anyone of the other lines
that terminate at the switchboard. The largest type
multiple switchboards have more than 2,000,000 tiny
soldered parts, 15,000 electric signal lights, and more
than 4,000 miles of wire, more than enough to span the
continent. A year is needed to build, and another year
to install, each one.

Growth of Laboratory
The Bell Company was never without a laboratory.

As the industry grew, the laboratory grew. Invention
followed invention, poles took the place of roof struc-
tures for carrying of wires, and as wires grew more num-
erous, cables were introduced. From a capacity of a
few wires at the beginning, these have been developed
until one cable may carry as many as 2,400 wires. Other
laboratory work has produced the loud speaker, which
enabled a multitude of over a hundred thousand people
to hear President Harding's inaugural address, and
addresses on other occasions.

Recent discoveries have produced a new device for
talking motion pictures, and another device for sending
pictures over the wires. The year 1926 marks the
twenty-fifth anniversary of certain improvements in
telephone transmission, and there is no doubt that the
requirements imposed on the telephone plant, due to
the use of broadcasting circuits, are bound to reflect on
transmission developments in the future.

Broadcasting a Symphony Program
The successful broadcasting of a Symphony program,

for example, involves the faithful transmission of a
wide range of frequencies, the control of extreme ranges
of volume, and the careful adjustment of transmission
levels through amplifiers and circuits. Furthermore
the preservation of balance between the various in-
struments of the orchestra offers at the outset a difficult
problem of microphone placement.

In the picking up of a large orchestra it becomes nec-
essary to use several microphones, and so locate them

phone switchboard made possible the inter-connecting
telephone system. The first commercial telephone
exchange was established in 1878, at New Haven,
Conn., with eight connected telephones. At Chicago,
in 1879, the first multiple switchboard was put into
use. In 1896, the Common Battery System was first
installed.



that the orchestra can be heard to the best advantage.
The microphones are connected with the microphone
control, or "mixer" panel, where the various micro-
phones can be switched on or off at will. The output
from the mixer panel is delivered to an amplifier, where
the volume can be adjusted and controlled to be sent
over the telephone lines. The amplifier has a volume
indicator, which shows constantly the amount 01
power being put into the telephone line, by an indi-
cator on the dial of a galvanometer. By throwing a
switch, the operator can monitor with a loud speaker on
the output of the apparatus and judge the quality and
balance of the program as it passes into the lines. ThE
operator can monitor on the cutput of the radio
receiving set and listen to the program as it is being
broadcast from the station, this gives a check on the
performance of both wire and radio equipment. The
announcement between numbers is made from a
microphone placed in this room.

A large proportion of the commercial circuits in the
telephone plant are not suitable for broadcasting. As
broadcasting requires special high quality circuits,
which must be equalized before being connected to the
circuit network, it becomes necessary to build up
special high quality circuits. Broadcasting offers
many requirements to be added to the present telephone
plant. Despite these handicaps the requirement has
shown a steady growth. It has reached a point where
it has ceased to be purely an engineering function and
is being successfully handled by the division trans-
mission forces of the plant department.

Fifty Years of Progress
On August 1, 1877, five men formed the first business

organization in the world to promote the telephone.
At that time there were seven shareholders as com-
pared with 362,179 stockholders on January 2, 1926.

The laboratory in which Bell and Watson worked has
grown until it now has over 3,000 employees, including
engineers and scientists. Throughout the United
States there are over 320,000 men and women employed
in the telephone service.

In 1881 the Western Electric Company was first
formed. At present it is the largest of its kind in the
world. Nearly 40,000 people are employed at its great
plant at Hawthorne, Ill., where the products needed

Receiver of the Harmonic Telegraph which Prof. Bell was Holding
to his Ear When He Made His Fundamental Discovery

60.05 per cent. Buildings, pole lines, cables, and .other
equipment have been constructed at a cost of _,SD~e
$2,500,000,000.

Bell's original patent-No. 174,465-was the first of
some 9,000 patents held by the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.

On September 15, 1877, when there were less than
1500 telephones in the world a paper published in
Boston, printed this prophecy: "Our telephone works
well in spite of wind or weather. It is always good-
natured at the other end of the line. It never denies
anything that it can readily grant .... There is a great
prophecy in this new invention. We expect to be able
some day to hear Brother Utter preach in Washington
territory and Brother Dall, in India, without leaving
our desk."

EmperorDom Pedro Cries "My God! It Talks

for the entire field of telephone equipment are made
by the best of mechanical skill and years of accumu-
lated experience in scientific research and engineering.

The two telephones of 1876 have increased so that
there are now 26,038,508 telephones in the world, of
which the United States has 61.73 percent, or one
telephone to every seven people.

The first telephone line of thirty feet in length has
grown into a network of more than 76,161,827 miles of
wire in the world, of which the United States claims
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CANADA'S LATEST FRONTIER
By A. M. SNYDER, C. E. '30

Crack! "Mush up, you lazy devils." The musher's fresh, but three long days, following the .dogs on snow
cry rang out over the frozen land. The men, bent shoes, breaking trail when necessary, sleeping in bags,
with their packs, quickened their step unwillingly. and eating bannocks and bacon did not greatly im-

prove their morale.

The Canadian Government was trying to put a rail-
road into that untried north that lies between The Pas
Manitoba and Hudson's Bay. From all outward ap-
pearances it was a foolish scheme. But there are rea-
sons enough why such a project should be. The first,
and the greatest reason, is a short route for the mov-
ing of western grain; the second is the need for a
chance to open up and develop the vast, almost un-
limited resources, of that district. The road at this
time was constructed to Mile 180, but for tract condi-
tions the limited train was able to get only to Mile 137,
a large Hudson Bay trading post.

After a night in the post, the party started out
bright and early to reach their pick-up point, which lay
on the Nelson river some one hundred miles from the
post. The country was a duplicate of that which they
had passed through on the fifteen-mile-an-hour limited.
I t is heavily wooded with virgin spruce. The contour
as a whole appeared uniform, cut into, now and then,
by sharp descents that called for all hands on the "gee
line" of the toboggan to keep it from running onto the
dogs, who had no control over the load going down hill.
From here on the country was very sparsely settled.
The only inhabitants were traders, fishers, and Indians.
Since the white man continues to drive him out of choice
parts, the Indian must content himself with the frozen
north. And now it looksasif his home will be destroyed
by plows and industrial plants. I t is true that the
country is rich in minerals of all sorts, and it is not
impossible to farm that land. A sample of thirty differ-
ent kinds of grain, raised in that latitude, are on ex-
hibition ·in Saskatoon, Canada. To give in detail all
the resources would take more time and space than this
article is worth.

Tired and foot-sore from three days of constant hiking,
, the men cursed the added speed. It was only three

o'clock in the afternoon, but the sun was setting fast,
and a suitable camping place was not yet in sight.
Four days before, this party, which was going to survey
a railroad, had left the end of the steel to hike behind
dog teams to the point where they were to pick up
their survey. A week before they had left the com-
forts of civilization to roam into that seemingly un-
known land. At the start they were all happy and

The Leaders
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The party has at last found a place to camp. I t is story book wolves are upon them and their last meal
getting grey in the sky. A halt is called and all hands is being digested. However they are well assured that
heave to and unload one of the four toboggans. They it is only the dogs, following the custom of their wolf
unlimber a tent, a cook stove made of sheet iron, and ancestors, praying after a meal. The pipes help to
cooking utensils. Several of them take axes to prepare liven the conversation, and many stories, which, by

the way, became monotonous before the end of the
trip, are told. Plans for the next day are laid out, and
general orders are given. Before long every man! takes
his sleeping bag out of his pack, straightens it out,
and goes outside to bed. With the thermometer at
thirty below, that seems quite a feat, but a rabbit fur-
lined bag with two good woolen blankets will keep the
sleeper fairly warm.

Morning comes, but who could tell it was morning
unless he looked at his watch? Black as pitch, but
everybody answers the bass voice that calls "Come
and get it before I throw it out." "Come on, you
bums, it's daylight in the swamp." No second call is
needed, for food is important.

Again a hot meal is devoured, many and many of
those famous flap jacks, cooked with a savor that only
Doc could give them and covered with corn syrup, or
"glue", as it is called, to assure their sticking to the
ribs as the men pick up and lay down their snow shoes
on the trail. No time is wasted on a pipe in the morn-
ing. The tent is torn down, the stove is cooled off,

The Author, at the Start

and everything is packed on the toboggan. Each man
adjusts his own pack, slips into his snow-shoes, and
starts the day long before the sun god has even hitched
up his dogs.

The Future Righi-oj-Way
\.)" .~

wood; others clear away the snow for "the tent site;
another gets water. The mushers have put the dogs
away and are cooking a delicate repast of fish and corn-
meal for them. Before long the sweet odor of frying
ham comes to the nostrils of the men outside, and one
by one they sneak into the cook tent to get warm and
ready to get a plate of hot food. Do not think they
dine on the soles of their squaw moccasins; only Charlie
Chaplin does that. No, indeed; ham, canned corn or
peas, or baked beans fill them up. It is a little un-
handy on the trail, but for the most part the men are
hardy and a few days of discomfort are to be expected.

The meal is begun and over, without many cere-
monies, or after-dinner speakers. Should a delicate
soul happen to step into the tent afterward, when
twelve pipes of McDonald's cut plug are steaming for
first place, there might be a job for the Bull cook.
This noble gentleman is the man of all labors, from
assistant cook to scullary maid, and from axe man to
note reader. The name Bull cook originated in the
logging camps, where the said man was cook to the
oxen. But it has been handed down, until surveyors
title their general man with it.

Hardly have the pipes begun to steam their worst
when a terrible howl arises outside. The tenderfeet,
pardon me, all the new men, because everybody's feet
are tender, look in every direction, thinking that the
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Silence prevails throughout. Breath is too valuable was no wonder left why men went through it year after
to waste, and only the mushers, especially Pete, would year. Once tasted, it is life. It is the life for a civil

A Stop for Refreshments ~ ·f I ~- '7 Office and Dining Room The Transit Party
..n J LL
~ .

holler, and then only at his dogs. About an hour later engineer. The best engineers today have gone through
the sun comes up, nice and warm, and the surveyors it all, but in their time there was a lot of it to do.

Today the field is limited, except in the far north.
The afternoon of the fourth day found the party at

a halt, contemplating the likeliness of a camp site.
The site was chosen near to the edge of a small lake to
furnish water, it was fairly well sheltered by trees, yet
there were other spots- more protected. Several huge
fires w~re started to melt the snow away for the tents.
Everybody was busy preparing a home. By darkness,

"Pete" and "Irish" at the Home of Irish '<

are a little more agreeable. At nine o'clock the
parade halts under a group of spruce trees, and snow-
water tea is brewed. Each one drinks his fill, and in
twenty minutes, the march begins again. All day long,
taking turns breaking down the snow in front of the
lead team of dogs , mushing, mushing, ever forward into
the land that God forgot. But silence, save the crunch
of snow under foot, begins to teach the beauty of it all.
Virgin timber, thirty, forty feet high, evergreen
branches, hanging low with snow-laden branches.
The crisp air brings that odor of freshness and free-
ness to the newcomer's nostrils. With pioneering it
is always the same. It was all there, and then there

Protective Covering (Four Months' Growth)

all the tents were in readiness; and beds consb-ucted
with poles and spruce boughs were to take the place
of the ground for sleeping. Every tent was equipped
with a two-foot square sheetiron stove, that radiated

(Concluded on Page 43.)
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THE CENTERLESS GRINDER
By ALBERT H. DALL, M. E. '30

Illustrations Courtesy The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company

If one were to take an ordinary automobile apart
and lay the pieces in a horizontal row, the products of
this enforced disintegration would indeed present an
array of striking contrasts. Almost every conceivable
material and contour would be represented. The
quality of finish would range from rough castings to the
lustrous ground parts. Fully one-half of the 3,000 parts
thus presented would revealthe mirror-like surface of
the ground cylinder .. A typical assemblage of ground

grinding wheel and an opposed slowly moving regu-
lating wheel, forming a grinding throat. A work rest
supports the work in this throat as shown in Figure 2.

The regulating wheel retards the work, thus causing
an abrasive action at the point of contact of the grind-
ing wheel and the work. The cylinder finds .its axis at
the point of equilibrium of the three acting forces. In
order to give the work lateral movement, the regulating
wheel is tilted to the angle a. It will be seen that the
horizontal force, which is caused by this tilting, is
unopposed except by friction.

Fig. 3 Front View of Wheels

Fig. 1. Typical Centerless Products

parts, as found in an automobile, is shown in Figure 1.
Until a few years ago, the economical production of

these ground parts presented a very serious problem to
manufacturers. However, the application of the center-
less grinder principle solved the difficulty and opened
the way for the large-seale-production so important to
the automobile industry. This marvelous machine
now produces parts of circular section within the closest
of limits in a fraction of the time, and consequently at
a fraction of the cost, that was required by the old
center grinding method.

Fig. 2. End View of Wheels

As distinguished from the center grinding type of
machine, the centerless grinder comprises a high-speed

A machine which embodies the centerless principle
is shown in Figure 4. This machine is the product of

p1ig. 4. A Typical Cenierless Grinder



Fig. 8. Grinding Piston Pins

Fig. 5. Grinding Roller Disks · • has attai dregulating wheel ,to advance until the work as at.tame
To grind any short part of a single diameter it is the proper diameter. The lever is then withdrawn and

only necessary to place the part between the wheels. the work is automatically ejected. The production is
The machine will pull the work through and grind it 350 pieces per hour where formerly only 120 pieces
simultaneously. were produced.

The illustration above shows the method of grinding
roller bearing disks. A tube is used to feed the disks
to the wheels. The production is 8,500 pieces per hour.
The centerless method is said to be the only practical
way in which these disks can be ground.

Fig. 7. Piston Pin

Fig. 6. Roller Disk

Another illustration of a "through" feed job is that
of the automobile piston pin. The operator fills the
gravity-feel hopper and the work goes through the
grinding cycle automatically. Three hundred pieces
are passed between the wheels four times each hour.
The limit of accuracy is within .0001 of an inch, Only
66 of these parts were produced per hour by the center
grinding method.

The foregoing illustrations of "through" feed grind-
ing on the ce rterless grinder are typical of hundreds of
similar jobs. However, it can be seen that this method
would not apply in the case of a part of two diameters.
The larger diameter would strike the face of the wheels,
thus preventing the work from passing laterally be-
tween them. On work of this nature, the "infeed"
method is used. The regulating wheel is drawn in and
out for each piece and the work does not change its
lateral position in the course of the operation.

A list of typical automobile parts and the time per
piece by the old and new methods is shown below.

Part Name Time per piece in min.
Center type Centerless

Piston pin .9.2
Shackle Bolt .6.2
King pin .5.3
Rocker Arm Shaft 5.0 3.0
Ball Stud 4.0.8
Piston (finishing) 1.0 .4
Valve Stem .5.2
Valve Tappet .5.2
Valve Lifter .5.1
Valve Stem Guide .5 .04

(Roughing)
Average 1.04 .324

It might appear from the above examples that only
metal parts can' be ground on a centerless grinder.
However, this is not the case. Any material which has
sufficient compressive strength to withstand the com-
paratively small wheel pressures can be formed on this

Cincinnati Grinders Incorporated. The pilot wheel on In Figure 9, the method of grinding automobile
the extreme right is used to control the cross ad- valve tappets (Fig. 10) is shown. When this arrange-
justment of the regulating wheel. In this manner the ment is used the regulating wheel is tilted to a very
diameter of the finished product is regulated to within slight angle. The work is placed between the wheels
.0001 of an inch. and the operator pushes the lever, thus causing the
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machine. The work is supported by the regulating
wheel at a point just opposite the grinding wheel, thus

modern age. Every year, General Motors alone save
the labor of fifteen hundred men. Alladinat his best
could not create the product of this amount of labor
from nothing.

eliminating any bending. Such materials as rubber,
bakelite, and carbon lend themselves readily to this
type of grinding. A wide variety of articles which in-
clude such parts as fountain-pen barrels, arc-light
carbons and radio parts are formed to any desired
cylindrical or conical shape. Figure 11 illustrates the
grinding of fountain-pen barrels. A great saving is

Fig. 10. Valve Tappet

In view of the vast improvement in this one o't marty
methods of metal working, he would be rash who would
try to predict the future of mechanical industries. If

- an accurate picture of the world in 1945 could be

Fig. 11. Grinding Fountain Pens

Fig. 9. Grinding Valve Tappets'
~ ..

made through the elimination of over-sized parts. One
thousand of these barrels are ground each hour and the
production increase per operator is 75 per cent over
previous methods.

One could cite an infinite number of examples of the
output of this remarkable production machine. How-
ever, the preceding specimens should demonstrate
sufficiently the amazing results which are obtained by
it. Alladin and his wonderful lamp have a rival in this

obtained, it would likely surprise the most rabid
optimist. Hand methods will be replaced increasingly
by machine methods, .and the benefits of manufactured
goods will become more widely diffused in proportion.
Articles which cannot now be named or imagined will
spring into existence and will pass- rapidly from the
stage of luxuries to that of everyday necessities.

Fig. 12. Fountain Pen Barrel

In order to take care of a rapidly increasing student The Committee on Educational Research at the
enrollment, Iowa State University is building five new University of Minnesota has started to analyze and
structures. A mammoth new field house is being con- interpret a mass of data received in approximately
structed adjoining an Armory already built, giving the 5,000 returned questionnaires regarding student activi-
main floor a size of 150 by 410 feet. The first unit of. ties sent in by students and alumni. The preliminary
the Iowa Memorial Union contains enough floor space findings have disclosed some striking facts. More
uninterrupted by posts or columns to accommodate activities are undertaken by seniors than those in
five hundred couples. The first unit of a new automatic other classes. One-fifth to one-third of the seniors are
heating plant costing $700,000 is now under construe- engaged in seven or more activities concurrently. Of
tion. There is also a new Chemistry Building to house those engaging in the largest number of activities more
the College of Pharmacy and the Department of are women than men, despite a lower number of possible
Botany. The medical laboratories, the first unit of a activities for women. The typical number of activities
new Medical School costing $4,500,000, are rapidly for prominent men and women was six.
taking shape.
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ENGINEERING ETHICS
By R. W. RENN, C. E. '27 Tau Beta Pi Essay

About one hundred years ago, upon the founding of the Ethics, as usually defmed, are the standards of prin-
British Institute of Engineers, engineering was defined ciples of conduct and morals. In a broader sense, they
as "the art of directing the great sources of power in are the reflection of the ideals of the profession. As
nature for the use and convenience of man." The such" the futility of attempting to adopt a fixed code
'growth in the conception of the function of the engineer in a short p:riod of time, is obvious. Ideals cannot be
is shown in Herbert Hoover's definition of engineering made overnight: they are an outgrowth of progress, and
as "the profession of creation and construction, of are built up over a l?ng series of yea~s~ Hence ~hey
'ti I 'ti f h .ff' t d I· h t" It are constantly changing, and more so If kept continu-s imu a Ion 0 uman error an accomp IS men . . .. .

t t b d th t ith th I 'ti d th ally before the public. I t IS highly Important to keepmus no e assume a , WI e con Inue grow ... .
f h fi ld f' enainccri ··1 · · ·11 t these two factors, idealism and publicity, constantlyo t e ie s 0 engmeermg, SImIar revisions WI no b e k t d th d I t f. .. erore us as we wor owar s e eve opmen 0 a

be made In the future. Among engineers, great differ- Code f E ·
. . 0 e lor nglneers.

ences. are sh?w~ I~ the lack of agre~:ne~t as ,~o"the Consideration of the methods whereby we may hope
~eanI~g ,~r lIm~~ations ?f ~he word~ engInee.r, .en- to bring about this achievement, make it plain that
gmeermg and profession as applied to engmeermg. there must be some kind of an organization with which
So common is the use of the word "engineer" in the to work. Thus the first advances were made through
English language that it is usually necessary to use one the individual organizations of the profession. The
or more qualifying adjectives in order to have a com- - first to adopt a code was the Institute of Civil Engineers
mon understanding as to what is meant. The engineer in England. The code was quite simple, consisting
may be a mechanic, a tradesman or a professional man. of only six clauses, but it set the standards of the pro-
The division between these groups is broad and it is fession in England for many years, and is still followed.
almost impossible to draw a sharp line between them. The first notable attempt made in America was that of
In the United States there are probably one-half million the Boston Society of Civil Engineers which was fol-
men, who are known as engineers, none of whom would lowed by the larger organization of the American
be eligible for membership in one of our great engineer- Society of Civil Engineers. Both adopted codes
ing societies. modeled after New England conscientiousness and

The difficulties in providing a Code of Ethics for thor~ughness. The chie~ objection to. them was the
such a varied profession are apparent Still the desira- restricted groups to which they applied. The ten-
hilit f d t b d · d ·Th i.'. f dency to restrict the use of the word "civil engineers"I I Y 0 a co e canno e erueu. e proression 0 .. .'

dici h h d the I d . th d f to a group of men Interested In bridges, large structures,me ICIne as a an e tea co e SInce e ays 0

H· t h I· d b th xlici rivers and harbors, waterworks, sewage, and· roadsippocra es, per aps even ear ier, an 0 me ICIne
d I h d h· h h b h d d d d forced the rapidly widening groups who were interestedan aw ave co es w IC ave een an e own an

d 1 d th h t th turi til b th h in mechanical lines to form the American Society ofeve ope roug ou e cen unes, un I 0 ave .
11def d did · h I Mechanical Engineers, and similarly the Electrice! andwe elIDe an very comp ete co es coverIng t e usua . . . ..

· .. ... · Th b f Mining Engineers separated to form their own orgam-contingencies arismg In practice. e a sence 0 such .
. zations.

a c~de l~ the past has b~en used as an argum~nt against Later, state and city organizations were established.
engmeermg as a profession. The reason for ItS absence These, from necessity, seldom separated into the
is evident. Engineering as a profession is still in its branches of engineering, but were organizations of men
infancy, but given sufficient time, a code will be devel- practising the profession of engineering. They include
oped on a par with the others. Calvin W. Rice (Secre- in their membership a large proportion of so-called
tary A. S. M. E. 1922) has admirably stated that the practical men, surveyors and others, who have picked
"essential difference between a professional man and up the work and have been educated not in engineering
one skilled in any craft is the urge for his undertaking; schools but in the "college of hard knocks", many of
that is whether it is simply a means of livelihood or whose members are ineligible for membership in the
whether it is the devotion of his talents to the common national organizations. A list of engineering societies
good, trusting that he will receive proper compensa, will include a dozen or more national organizations, a
tion." Applying such a criterion there is no doubt as score or more societies and a hundred city organiza-
to the proper classification of engineering among the tions, co-operating at times, or competing for member-
professions. ships, and each with its own standards.
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The next step was taken by the American Associa-
tion of Engineers and marks a real step of progress in
the advancement of engineering ethics. The Society
decided to draw up a general statement of ethics and
appoint a Practice Committee, the duty of which is to
interpret the code of ethics for everyday use. This
interpretation is done by consideration of particular
cases and problems in a broad and general manner.
The decisions of the Practice Committee are referred
to the National Board of Directors and if approved are
published and act as precedents for similar cases which
may arise. To provide for appeals from the Practice
Committee decisions, a judiciary committee was formed
with disciplinary powers for enforcing penalties upon
violators of the code of ethics or decisions of the
Practice Committee.

The general code was drawn up by one man, Isham
Randolph, an engineer of outstanding character and
integrity. The second provision, that of the Practice
Committee, furnishes the big contribution to the devel-
opment of the code. By recording and publishing its
decisions, the Association is furnishing the engineering
profession the benefits of precedents, such as the pro-
fession of law has had in the handing down of court
decisions on legal and judiciary conduct throughout
the ages.

The last achievement in the adoption of a code for
engineers has been the organization and Report of the
Joint Committee, composed of members of the A.S.C.E.,
A.I.M. & M.E., A.S.M.E., A.I.E.E., and A.S.H.V.E.
The final report embraces a Code for Engineers (a copy
of which is appended to this discussion) drawn up in
simple language and divided into ten general clauses.
According to the belief of the Committee they can be
interpreted to cover all cases of questionable conduct
that may arise in the engineering profession. In .order
that the code should not prove a dead letter on each
society's records, the Committee recommended that
each society appoint a Standing Committee on Pro-
fessional Conduct to administer the Code of Ethics.
The interpretations of the Committee are reported to

the Executive Board of the Society who may approve
them or take such action as it deems necessary
to affirm the code before he is granted his degree and
starts on the practice of his profession. The power to
enforce the Code lies only in the power of the Societies
to censure or expel its members for violations thereof.
Publicity and widespread knowledge of the existence of
a Code must continue to be the chief weapons for its
enforcement throughout the profession.

CODE OF ETHICS FOR ENGINEERS
Recommended by lhe JOINT COMMITTEE

on CODE OF ETHICS

1. The engineer will carryon his professional work in a spirit
of fairness to employes and contractors, fidelity to clients
and employers, loyalty to his country and devotion to high
ideals of courtesy and personal honor.

2. He will refrain from associating himself with or allowing the
use of his name by an enterprise of questionable character.

3. He will advertise only in a dignified manner, being careful
to avoid misleading statements.

4. He will regard as confidential any information obtained by
him as to the business affairs and technical methods or pro-
cesses of a client or employer.

5. He will inform a client or employer of any business COD-

nections.jinterests, or affiliations which might influence his
judgment or impair the disinterested quality of his services.

6. He will refrain from using any improper or questionable
methods of soliciting professional work and will decline to
payor to accept commissions for securing such work.

7. He will accept compensation, financial or otherwise, for a
particular service from one source only, except with the full
knowledge and consent of all interested parties.

8. He will not use unfair means to win professional advance.•
ment or to injure the chances of another engineer to secure
and hold employment.

9. He will co-operate in upbuilding the Engineering Profession
by exchanging general information and expericenes with his
fellow engineers and students of engineering and also by
contributing to the work of engineering societies, schools
of applied science, and the technical press.

10. He will interest himself in the public welfare, in behalf of
which he will he ready to apply his special knowledge, skill
and training for the use and benefit of mankind.

THE "ALTERNATING" SYSTEM
Among the reminiscences offered by the alumni is 3. Let the men attend on the first evening and the

the following set of "Co-op" specifications for a dance, girls on the second. This arrangement will enable
attributed to Dean Schneider and published in the the men to save part of their expenses, while
1909 Cincinnatian. greatly enjoying themselves.

How I Would Run a Junior Prom. 4. Let the orchestra play for every other dance. This
By Herman Schneider will give all con~erned a chance to get both the

1. Dance half the program one night, and the other ~heory and practice necessary for successful dane-
half a week later. mg.

2. Decorate one end of the hall one week, and the 5. Ice cream could be served on the first evening,
other end the next week. This plan will give, in the plates and spoons on the second.
aggregate, a well-rounded scheme of decoration, 6. "Dock" the orchestra at the rate of one dollar an
the whole hall eventually coming in for its share of hour while refreshments are being served. This is
the festoonery-and the expense is halved. according to industrial custom.
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE TWENTIETH
ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

The first real home-coming of co-op graduates was that a Professor in Civil Engineering should bring this
held last June. It started more than a year ago, with romance into the field of education, for the conception
the quiet but effective efforts of a committe consisting and inauguration of the co-op course reads like a book
of Dick Paulsen, Taylor Anstead, Mark Harned, of romance.
Chairman, Don Ehlers, and Walter Baude. It brought As an instructor in civil engineering in an Eastern
back scores of men from the earlier classes, who came College Professor Schneider realized that the old cut-
from every corner of the United States, and many of and-dried method of educating engineers was incom-
whom had not revisited the campus since their gradua- plete. It was while he was walking across the campus
tion. In addition, it brought expressions of interest of that University that the sound of a whistle from a
and support from hundreds of others, who participated steel mill sent him his answer to a dream. He imme-
by mail in the plans outlined by the committee. diately saw the spirit of co-operation-technicallearn-

The big event, of course, was the dinner dance at the ing with industrial application during the student's
Hotel Gibson Roof Garden on the evening before sojourn in college. The college was to be used as the
Commencement. Some three hundred couples, con- training ground for technical instruction and the vast
sisting mainly of alumni and their wives, were seated industries as a laboratory wherein students would learn
in congenial groups at tables which had been set apart the realities of engineering processes.
for informal class reunions. It has often been remarked He submitted his plan to the industries in that
that co-op graduates marry very promptly after leaving vicinity. They rejected it on the ground that the
school, if not before, and a survey of the list of accept- college boys would disrupt their factory organization.
ances bears out this observation. He then presented the plan to his Board of Directors

A varied program had been arranged. There were and Faculty with the same reaction, that the workman
speeches, with G. W. Breiel as toastmaster, but one who labored in a factory would demoralize the classes.
observed an absence of formal addresses or elaborate They added that if Professor Schneider did not give
oratory. The talks were brief and to the point, as up his radical ideas he would be dismissed. He was
befitted a series of tributes to Dean Schneider. Taylor dismissed.
Anstead, on behalf of The Alumni Association, de- The University of Cincinnati was fortunate in
livered the address of welcome. President Hicks securing him as Dean of the College of Engineering and
followed with a review of the twenty years growth of the Board of Directors granted his plan a trial for one
the co-operative system and read a resolution of the year. And so, in 1906, just twenty years ago, the first
Board of Directors of the University commending Dean class was started in to work, and at the end of the year
Schneider's work and congratulating him upon his out- the plan had proved its worth.
standing contribution to education. "Bob" Heuck in- The classes following were ever growing larger and
troduced a note of variety with a speech in his best other colleges were reaching out for our Dean, offering
German Senator vein. A casual listener might have wonderful inducements to him to come to them. Did
believed that the merriment which followed was the he go? No;-he was loyal to the University that gave
signal for the tables to be cleared and the dancing to him the opportunity as he has given us opportunities
begin. There was thus a surprising turn when Dick to become trained in the engineering profession both
Paulsen, on being recognized by the toastmaster, technically and practically.
addressed the Dean, and, on behalf of all the co-op The co-op spirit sponsored and fostered by him has
alumni presented him with a Gruen anniversary watch. ever been an inspiration to both students and Alumni.
Following Dean Schneider's response came another I consider it an honor on behalf of the co-op alumni in
surprise, when Professor Brand, representing the faculty recognition of our Dean's unselfish labors for the ad-
of the College of Engineering and Commerce, presented vancement of engineering education, to present him
the Dean with a Rookwood Tiger Eye Vase. A final with this testimonial.
part of the program, preceding the dancing was the (Turning to Dean Schneider)
presentation .of a comedy, "Oh, Aubrey!" by the This gift is in itself a symbol of art and utility com-
Shuster Martin Playe:rs. bined, but it gains added significance because of the

The speeches of DIck Paulsen an~ Profe~so: Brand anniversary which it commemorates and you, whom it
ar~ reprI~ted below, and on p~ge 21IS a f<:tcsI~I1eof the honors. The ancient guild spirit of honest craftsman-
prI~ted tribute referred to by DIck?aulsen I~ hISaddress. ship-the search for hidden meanings and art values,
ThIS p~ge, set up fo~ the occasIon~ was Incorporated to be found in the tools and products of the day's
In a gift volume which accompanied the watch. work-these have been your contribution to industry

Mr. Paulsen said: and education.
From the north, from the south, from east and west Unlike most visions and philosophies, yours dared to
We come in person and in spirit to pay tribute to one meet the challenge of practical affairs. It forced the
Who "could dream and not make dreams his master, same test upon everyone of us who enrolled beneath
Who could think and not make thoughts his aim, its standard. Those who present this token signify
Who could meet with triumph and disaster through it their appreciation of a training that is based
And treat those imposters just the same." on realities. At the same time they express their regard

Our usual conception of the romance in Engineering for you because your vision and courage have made
is that of the Civil Engineer pushing forward and ever their education possible, and your unselfish labor and
onward into the unknown tracts of land, overcoming unflagging search for truth have inspired them toward
all obstacles until the goal is reached. It is a coincidence a lifetime of usefulness.
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TO DEAN SCHNEIDER
FROM THE

CO-OP ALUMNI
JUNE, 1926

.:~~HE GIFT described in these pages is in itself a symbol of art and
~_ ~(~ utility combined, but it gains added significance because of the

anniversary which it commemorates and the man whom it honors.
The ancient guild spirit of honest craftsmanship-the search for
hidden meanings and art values to be found in the tools and products

of the day's work-these have been preeminently Dean Schneider's contribution to
industry and to education.

Twenty years ago, amid almost overwhelming discouragements, there was launched
a great experiment in the training of men. Unlike most visions and philosophies
this one dared to meet the challenge of practical affairs. It forced the same test
upon everyone who enrolled beneath its standard. Those who present this token
signify through it their appreciation of a training that is based on realities. At the
same time, they express their regard for the man whose vision and courage made
their education possible, and whose unselfish labor and unflagging search for truth
have inspired them toward a lifetime of usefulness.
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Professor Brand spoke as follows: sturdy and vigorous growth. All this has been achieved
After all the nice things that have been said about in a relatively brief period, and in spite of the fact that

the Dean I feel that there is but little left for me to add. the Dean, for a time, was in very precarious health.
And yet, as _spokesman for the faculty of the College When the Dean finally glides past St. Peter and
of Engineering and Commerce, I wish to give you through the Pearly Gates, I doubt if there will be any
another view-perhaps, I might say, a more inside halt in his activity. He will possibly organize some
view, of Dean Schneider. To the romantic eyes of Acoustic Research that will enable the Perpetual
young men the Dean is naturally a hero, and rightly so; Harpists to keep in tune. He will hold converse with
to us he is a fellow soldier, a fellow workman, even Leonardo da Vinci on Art applied to Industry. Or
though a chief. Being associated in that noblest of all possibly some Einstein from Planet Seven, Star One
causes-the spread of knowledge, and therefore of Billion and Ninety-three, Galaxy n, Supergalaxy beta,
happiness, among men-we perhaps are less romantic- will put him wise to the fact that the equations of
ally disposed toward the Dean but even more conscious Clerk Maxwell he has been broadcasting into inter-
of his genuine merits. stellar space are wanting in an important term.

Let me begin pathologically. An insidious disease But perhaps I am painting too bright a picture.
from which teachers suffer, especially in the later parts Like many college administrators, the Dean may have
of their careers, is technically known as "dry rot". In committed some dark and deadly sins. In that case I
its last stages the brain will function only along certain feel sure that he will enter into co-operative relations
well-worn grooves; the sap of originality dries up, with the greatest heat engineer of all and arrange to
leaving only a dusty formalism. I venture to say that alleviate for mankind the rigors of the next glacial age.
this malady has made but slight headway in our This great humanitarian impulse -will then be recog-
faculty, and that this is due to the frequent spraying of nized by the Deity and the Dean will be wafted willy-
new ideas by the Dean. Mark Antony has taken the nilly into a damp and chilly Heaven to found a great
very words out of my mouth: "Age cannot wither, nor School of Thermodynamics with Lord Kelvin and Max
custom stale his infinite variety." To make perhaps Plank on the faculty. The students will spend half
the most significant-if not the only significant-con- their time in Heaven, and half on the job.
tribution to the cause of education in a generation, All these things, however, are quite irrelevant.
would sap the energy of most men, especially in view They are, after all, addressed to Dean Schneider, of
of the persistent hostility of mankind to all new ideas. the College of Engineering and Commerce, Director
How has it been with the Dean? of the Institute of Industrial Research, and Doctor of

Listen to this partial list of his activities. As the Science, with all the honors and privileges appertaining
Dean has never been content to turn out merely en- t~ereto. My message is prima~ily to an entirely
gineers, we have seen the Engineering Building blossom different person, Herman Schneider, .a colleague, a
into an art gallery, which even now is one of the co-worker.. and I hope I may say, a friend,
accepted places of pilgrimage in Cincinnati. Then the (Turning to Dean Schneider.)
hobby hour was introduced to give men a chance to Of all the people I know, you seem to be having the
spread their wings in other fields. The course in General most fun out of life, a life filled with generous activity
Engineering was begun in order to meet a demand and intellectual adventure. And indeed we are all
from the Future-a complete and radical about-face fortunate in living in a time like this, when the mind
from the prevailing tendency to narrower and narrower and imagination of man are transcending the limits of
specialization. The Institute of Industrial Research time and space, exploring the far-flung Empire of the
was organized. The Tanners' Research Laboratory, Stars and probing the crannies within the Atom.
under Professor McLaughlin, has given the world a But perhaps you, too, are like the other sons of
demonstration of what basic research may mean to Adam; perhaps even you have your gray days-when
industry. Research in lithography and acoustics is the students are more impervious than usual to edu-
now under way; the Dean himself will soon announce cation, when the faculty seems unsympathetic and
still later developments in this field. The Resource cold to your ideals and aspirations, when the world at
Survey of Cincinnati and vicinity, sponsored by the large offers a harder and a tougher shell to crack. At
Commercial Club, which is just now being brought to such a time even your spiritual spectrum may show
a brilliant conclusion by the Department of Geology, lines in the blue or ultra-violet. Well-if this is so-at
is another conception due wholly and entirely to Dean such times I hope you will look at this offering from
Schneider. This survey may prove to be a prototype the men and women of your faculty. May it speak to
of a form of investigation that may well become world- you of the mystery and the beauty of human attach-
wide in the future. Finally the Dean has opened the ments. May it tell you, intimately, of our respect and
School of Applied Arts, which already is showing a esteem, our admiration, and our heart-felt affection.
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OBJECTIVES
'Reprinted from an article, "Engineering College Renders Six Distinct Services to Industry," by E. J. Mehren, Engineering

News-Record, June 10, 1926.)

People often ask me the question, "Just what are you driving back of the whole scheme of things there is a most amazing
at~" And always my mind goes to Kipling's lines: Divine Intelligence.

"All valiant dust that builds on dust, Try to grasp some of the facts of astronomy and of astro-
And, guarding, calls not Thee to guard." physics: of little patches of our sky containing hundreds of

I tell my students frequently and frankly that I am not for a thousands of suns much greater than our own, of our galaxy of
minute interested in training them to make money, or to possess stars one hundred million light years across, and, some billions
sharper mental tools to edge out an easier life than the other of light years beyond, other galaxies and super-galaxies; then
fellow,or even to build bridges or run factories or devise mechan- consider the solar systems which we call atoms-and let your
isms just for the act of building or running or devising. No, mind run through the whole pulsating mystery of what you call
not for a minute. The real game of life has no such narrow 'matter' from the whirling electron to the super-galaxies, all held
limitations; and fortunately most young men don't want such in a bewildering balance and movement by absolutely perfect
limitations. law. . . . well, if you grasp only a little of that, you just slough

Believe it or not, nine out of every ten young men coming offyour egocentric trends to personal acquisition of this and that,
to college are idealists, not materialists. They don't like to and try to get into the swing of the great movement of which
admit it; they fumble and shift about at first when you confront you are a little part; and you strive to make your work conform.
them with it. But at bottom they have a sort of chivalry about You get the feeling of infinite progress in accordance with a
being of service, especially the engineers; and they rise much wonderful pattern which you can barely sense but which you
more spontaneously than older and seemingly wiser people do, can't understand.
to the idea that a bridge is not an end in itself-that it is a When I talk. like this to older people they set me down as a
highway to greater inlets and outlets for the human mind; little odd (and that doesn't worry me), but the youngsters take
they see that the printing press is such a highway too, and the hold of it. They want it. They never wanted it so much as they
radio, and every other thing that makes for the difference be- do now. This generation of engineers doesn't like the notion
tween America and, say, China, in health, in educational oppor- of being valiant dust building on dust, with what we call civiliza-
tunities, bn freedom to move about-principally upward. They tion crumbling to chaos every so often through individual and
respond to the idea that the success of one's career-on earth is mass materialism of the gross kind. They want to guard by
measured at the time one passes on to the next existence, and holding to a sense of orderly Law, of orderly pattern and progres-
that the measuring is done in terms of the intangible things sion, and of values which endure, and they see that real engineer-
taken along, not the tangible gain left behind; by what is given, ing-the use of the forces and resources of nature for the benefit
not by what is gotten. They grasp the philosophy that the only of mankind-fits beautifully into the pattern and progression
durable things are the intangible ones-not the bridge but what of permanent values.
the bridge stands for.

You can't go very far in modern science, groping toward an
understanding of its absolutely perfect laws, without being
forced-to your knees, I almost said-to the conviction that



VACATION SKETCHES FROM KENTUCKY
By GEORGE ROTH, ARCH. '28
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Page 24.
Top-The New~Natural Bridge
Lower Left-Below Cumberland Falls
Loicer Right-The Annex

Page 25.
Top-Sam Vanover's Cabin
Lower -Left-The Inn
Lower Right-Cumberland Falls
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RATES OF STARTING AND STOPPING
ELEVATORS AND THEIR EFFECT IN SERVICE!

By Howard B. -Cook, E. E. '12
(Published in Power, May 11, 1926; ~bstr~cted by G. E.Demo"fesf

, M. E. '29)

This deception-dispelling article is an, aid to the ele- cause more time and distance are required to attain
vatordesigner as offering a method of attacking his that speed. So, from the view point of service, it is not
problem and an aid to the purchaser in finding out what necessary that the' rate of acceleration be constant,
he has in the way of an elevator, and how he can most although from the view point,of comfort, it is desirable
efficiently operate the machine. that rapid changes of speed be eliminated so that jerks

A study of elevator operation can be divided into will notbefelt by the passengers.
several phases, such as opening and closing the door, A spring scale with a weight can be used to de-
accelerating or starting, running "with speed up," and termine the-rate of acceleration. If a spring balance
retarding or stopping. Methods used in seeking facts were-suspended from a hook in the car the true weight
about this operating time cycle give graphical results would be. shown only while the car was at rest, or mov-
from actual tests. ing at a constant speed. If the car should start to fall

For comparative.purposes in judging elevator opera- freely the tension on the spring of the scale would be
tion the time' of loading and unloading need not be reduced to zero, and any person standing in the car
considered. Facts to be studied are the rates of ac- would cease to impose any weight on the .floor. 'That
celerationand retardation. is gravity, acceleration. A rate of acceleration of 4

V.J~ v., V.I'> I.V I.L;} I.;} 1.1.1 J. J.6.1 •••~ .; ~

. Time E10lpseG( After StOlrtil19, Seconds I \\1t " ~

Fig. i-Curves showing time required by an elevator to auat' "l.. ~
different speeds

Figures on the curves indicate the space passed through in
feet. For example,"with 4 ft. per sec. per sec. 'acceleration, ,the
elevator will attain' a speed of 600 ft. permin. in 2.5 sec. and,
will travel 12.5 feet."

In passenger service, comfort is all-important.
Most peoplethink that it is the speed of an elevator
that causes the discomfort felt when the car is started
or stopped. Speed does not cause discomfort in vertical
travel any more than ,it ,does in horizontal "motion. I'

We ride on' an express train ata speed of 60 miles per
hour and can not determine the direction of motion
unlesswe can look out of the windowand seethe passing

018-" r030",042..,048 _,·0'72 Distance in inches per ~ second
~.14·:+/>1<:*~·.'·>k079>ko.90:>kJ05"-*lIO->k / J >!< 14- ·*·-15-'

~\ I I I ,\ '\' I I I I

Fig. 2.-Test curve from which rates of acceleration and '2.'/ ";
retardation are determined I -

scenery. It is the force of acceleration or retardation
'that causes discomfort, and it ceases just as com-
pletely when the car attains full speed as when the car
is standing still. If the rate of acceleration is high, the
effect on the passenger is more intense, and if high
speed is to be obtained, the effect persists longer be-

z 1
['~p~ed Time; Seconds

Fig. 3-Elevator acceleration and retardation curves ~

feet per ,second would be one-eighth of the gravity
acceleration, and the weight suspended from the

)3 sprin!?'balance would. be increased or decreased by
> &>ne-eIghth"-ofthe weight as measured at rest. All
s- (, masses in the car are affected in the same manner.

The curves, Fig. 1, show the velocities attained by
an elevator at various rates of acceleration. The
figures on the curves give the distances passed over in
feet. For instance, at 4 feet per second, .per second
acceleration, the elevator will attain a speed of 600
feet per minute in 2.5 seconds, and will have traveled
12.5 feet.
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The rates of acceleration and retardation actually the elevator was slowed down to an intermediate speed
encountered in elevator service vary from two to six before the stop was made. With full load descending,
feet per second, per second. It should be notcdf.hat it.will be observed that the car attained a velocity of
if the distance. between stops is not sufficient for' the 5 feet per second at the end of the first second, and with
attainment of full speed and complete stop, no advan- full load ascending, a velocity of 3 feet per second was
tage is gained by having the rated speed above that attained. The rates of acceleration were, therefore,
actually attained. 5 feet and 3 feet per second, per second, respectively.

Accurate determination of acceleration can be It will be noted that these rates were not .maintained
simply attained by a simple method similar to that of to ~ul~s~e~~,but reduced asfu~l speed was approached.
the Atwood machine used in physics laboratories to This IS indicated by the drooping of the curves.
determine the acceleration of falling bodies, and also The winding engine of this elevator was of the single
similar to the method used by the ordnance depart- worm-gear type, driven by a shunt field controlled,
ment for determining the acceleration of'-gun recoil. direct-current motor having a ratio of three to one.

, If a paper tape is attached to the.peripliery of the Rheostatic control was used for the motor, and the
driving sheave of an elevator windingerigine, and if a operation of the accelerating magnet was governed
pencil is oscillated across the face of 'the tape, then, by a counter electromotive force which has practically
when the elevator is started,a wavy line will be drawn the same characteristics as current-limit control.
onthe face of the tape, Fig.' 2. The distance from one It should be kept i~ mind that complete tests should
wave to the next is the distance that ,~~heelevator cover all combinations of operating. conditions. This
travels during one oscillation of the pencil; From these should include combinations of load and combinations
results the instantaneous velocities can be plotted. ofstarting and stopping p~sitions both ascending and

Fig. 3 shows velocity "curves for a' 500 foot per descending.
minute elevator that were 'obtained ill this manner. It is possible todetermine the approximate average
The pencil in this case oscillated at the rate of 1,200 of the rates of acceleration and retardation by means
complete oscillations per minute, or 20 per second.' of a simple test. The elevator should be operated
The velocities were obtained for each twentieth of a through several stories, starting and stopping at each
second and the results are very accurate. The steep- floor. The car should be started immediately after
ness of the slope of these' velocity curves determine ,the each stop, with no time interval .between stop and
rate of acceleration. start. The time can 'be determined with an ordinary

It will be noticed that the retardation curves, watch and the results may hetabulated for plotting or
Fig. 3, have a horizontalportion. This indicates. that comparison. -

'THE DEADLY PARALLEL

~~-~~ --------
The Mohammedan influence exerted by Professor Jenkins

since h is return from the Near East is seen in the
design of this year's [reshmati "pots." This

explains why a pow-wow on the campus
resembles a Shriners' picnic.
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Diversion Dam, with Concrete-lined Lead

THE OAK GROVE POWER PLANT OF THE
PORTLAND ELECTRIC -COMP·ANY .

By E. D. FEAK,:E. E. '28 ,

When' mention is made of a large hydro-electric. de- possible. Elements C of distance, ,topography, climate
velopment, the reader usually thinks only of the power find many other variables must be carefully considered
plant itself and of the dam and the transmission in advance, so that the design of the project as a whole

is often a' major example of engineering strategy. It is
this phase of engineering that most impresses the
visitor to the Oak Grove Power Station of the' Portland
(Oregon) Electric Power Company.
, At least two unique features are presented'bythis
plant: First, a six-mile water conduit, 9 feet in diameter,
leading to the surge tank which was built' inside a
mountain; second, the highest head of water in the
United States.

Water is obtained from the Oak Grove fork of-the
Clackamas River at a distance of seventy miles from
Portland, twenty-five of which lie within the limits of
the Mt.· Hood National Forest Reserve. A 400-f90t
right-of-way was leased from the government, from
the edge of the reserve to the intake. The clearing of
this tract and the construction of a standard-gage
railway up to the intake added considerably to the
'cost of the project. The Diversion -Damand leadout
are shown at thetop left. The dam is of the arch type,
concrete construction, 170 feet long at the crest, and
sustains a head of 45 feet with a' backwater area of
about 27 acres. The leadout is constructed of rein-
forced concrete, with a diameter of 2 feet, 4 inches, .and
has a carrying capacity of 1,200 cubic foot seconds.
This conduit passes through tunnels No.1 and No, 2,
the lower. portal of No. 2 being enlarged ·to accom-

Ttl D' A 658 S MOl modate the connection of two pipe lines. At present
o a rauuute rea, quare t es a nine-foot diameter, steel plate pipe line (called the

lines which are auxiliary to it. In many cases the "million dollar snake") is in operation with a capacity
biggest engineering problems are those that must be of 400 cubic foot seconds, .while the other connection
solved before the construction of the actual plant is is constructed for a 11.5-foot pipe of similar con-

The "Million Dollar Snake."
I '

Penstock and Top of Surge Tank
struction with a carrying, capacity of 800 cubic foot
seconds., As shown by the top view center, the pipe
line follows the contour of the. land rather closely with
standard horizontal and vertical curves of radius 4.5'
times the diameter. The present pipe. line passes
through two additional tunnels in traversing a distance
of 6 miles to Cripple Creek Knoll. These tunnels were
constructed for the ultimateprojectcas was the tunnel
work at the surge tank.

The surge tank, located at the top of Cripple Creek
Knoll, is,205 feet deep over-all, with 170 feet below-the
surface of" the ground. The top) view right, .shows -the
exposed portion of the ...sllrge •.tank ,arid ·tqe?pellstock
leading ·down/ the' mountainside to the-generating
station, A 66-inch Johnson valve, .looated' at the' top
end 'of the penstock, maybe 'operated from-the' station,
or in case of a .hreak- in ,the penstock it-operates' auto-
matically iin thirty seconds. The penstock of "'steel
plate, concretelined, has a 'topdiametcrofB feet, with
a bottomdiameter of 6 feet and a length of 1;3"60feet.
On the. top of the penstock 1,225'ste,ps, plus a 200-foot
climb upLhe mountain side, to the surge tank, make
an arduous climb, for which, however, one .iswellcoru-
pensated by (he wonderful view' obtained.vas-may be>
seen from the illustration. At the bottom end of the
penstock is a 72-inch' butterflyvalvo with a Y branch
to the relief valve which' will discharge .90 per cent. of
the capacity of the turbine when the load is suddenly
thrown off.

The single unit installed consists of it 35,OOO-horse
power, vertical reaction', Pelton watertwheel, of 514
r. p. m. rated speed, direct connected to a General
Electric Vertical, water-wheel-driven .A. C. Generator
rated at 30,000 k. v. a., 11,000 volts, i60 cycle, 514 r. p.
m., with a 250-volt direct-connected exciter ..

On page 30 a shop set-up of the turbine is shown, in
which the relief valve appears at the extreme left.

The generator is directly connected to the low-
tension side of the transformer bank, which consists
of three Westinghouse 10,000 k. v. H., single-phase,

Bird's-eye View
from Top of
Surge Tank
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Shop Set-up of Turbine, Butterfly Valve at the Left

water-cooled transformers delta-connected on the The ultimate project calls for a reservoir dam on the
high-tension side for a line voltage of 66,000 volts. south fork of the Clackamas River capable of sus-
All switching and synchronizing is done from the taining a head of 200 feet, from which a conduit 7
high-tension side of the transformers. The generator miles long will empty into the present -diversion dam.
and -each transformer is ,equipped with temperature
indicators and have differential relay protection.
General- Electric outdoor type oxide film lightning
arresters afford lightning -protection at the end of
each, outgoing high-tension line.

The transmission conductors are 19-strand, elec-
trolytic copper with a total section of 250,000 eire.

Relief Valve in Operation

This conduit will pass through a tunnel ~ f mil~s in
length, upon which work has already been started.
A conduit 11.5 feet in diameter will-run parallel to the
present 9-foot pipe line to the surge tank. There will
be three penstocks with an addition of two units in the
power house similar to the present unit.

The connections on the high-tension side of the
transformers will be changed to start giving a line

Location Plan of Surqe Tank

mils. per conductor. _ This line was built andIinsulated
for the ultimate project with a line voltage of 110,000
volts.
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voltage of 110,000 volts, The cost of the present in- the drawing, will be 658 square miles. Most of: this
stallation was approximately eight million dollars, and area is below the winter snow line, so that there will
the estimated ultimate cost will be thirteen million. be no danger of freezing in the winter time, or of a
The drainage area of the ultimate project, as shown by shortage 'of water in the summer. ' '

- .

THE ASSOCIATION OF CO-OPERA TI,VE
COLLEGES ~.

The class of co-ops who enrolled at the University of are now serving as professors in other .oolleges. ' The.
Cincinnati twenty years ago could feel assured that papers are given below.
they were unique.N 0 other college had ever thought
of having a co-operative course, and the veryword
"co-op" was new and strange. It was not long,though, CO-ORDINATION OF THEORY AND WORK
before the co-operative plan was extended toiother By MAX B.'RoBINSON, 1\1:.E. '12~
i~stitu.tions,~nd to other types of instruction than en- Director of Engineering, Evansville College
gmeermg. " _ . , . . .. ". _ ' .,. '

By a singular coincidence, an investigation of co- Co-ordination In Its sc.holastlc se~se. might be ·de~
operative education conducted by the Society for the " fined .as the art of._get.tlng education outo~, ..~ork.
Promotion of Engineering Education for the Carnegie Certainly the co~ordinatI~n of work-an~"theory IS' the
Foundation was just completed <By the time that, the bedrock ~oundatIonl1Pon ~-~lch -.t~e phdo~oI?hy. of !he
twentieth anniversary of the founding of tb~ co-op co-operative systemwasbuilt. 'Yithou.tc~~ordll~~atI<?~
course was celebrated: This investigation, which was the s~stem could no~ be ~edagogically JustI~ed,~ Even
under the immediate charge of Professor ErichHans- granting .t~e maturing Influences ._of: work. and- the
mann of Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute, showed that in opportunity -for~h~. stu~ent to. discover hI~ natural
1926, sixteen engineering colleges, or ten per gent of the bent .before specIal~zIng- In a ~Isfit occupation, eye~
totalIn the United States, were on the co-operative gran~Ing_the ~nancial ~elp_so vIt~1 to many -students~
plan. The number of students receiving co-operative the mconvenience of Interr~pted study would, mak~
training was 5,500, or approximately ten percent of the the system ·unac~eptable,.tQ many were It not for .some

- engineering students in the country. deeper, more lastI~g, and per~aps' m?re~s!1btle"b~n~~ts.
Still further 'evidence of the extension of co-operative ~h~t DeanSchneI~er.~ad thIs.w~l~ 'In mind .atthe out-

education was seen in the organization of the Associa- set IS clea.rly seen In hI~ early~·wrItI~gs. ' It!sdou~~ful,
tion of Co-operative Colleges at a convention held June however, If Dean Schneider himselfc~uld':have r.eah~ed
14-16 at the University of Cincinnati. The delegates the extent or exact methods by which co-ordination
to this convention, representing fifteen colleges, came would develop.
not only from engineering collegeshut also from schools Those whohavehad teaching experiencewith-co-op-
of commerce and architecture, and from industries erative students will realize the tremendous possibilities
using college students, The feasibility of co-operative for making. the industrial work and the 'class work
education having been established; it was the purpose of enhance each other's value in the development of the
these delegates to discuss ways 'and means of getting student. This vital phase of the co-operative system,
the best results from this form of training. however, is not so easily recogniz-ed -or understood by

In his address of welcome to the delegates Dean the critical investigator of the old school. He is apt to
Schneider spoke of the requests for such an organiza- see the students as becoming mere tradesmen or as
tion that had been made by various colleges, and of the wasting their time on tiresome, menial tasks bearing no
importance of having a means for an exchange of views relation 'to education. Having read about the co-
regarding problems peculiar ,to co-operative education. ordination of theory and practice in our co-operative
He referred briefly to the findings just announced by catalogs, he expects to see the outside work of a student
the committee of the Carnegie Foundation and men- so ordered~a lacarte-that-it will illustrate everypoint
tioned some recent developments outside the scope of of 'theorylearnedin school the period "befQre., .When he
this investigation. Reports from abroad, he said, finds this 'York served-on the American plan-s-take it
indicated that co-operative courses in colleges will soon or leave it-when -he can discern nphou~7to-hour-
be established in Germany, France, England, South progress in engineering, for' example, he is apt to look
Africa, and Honolulu. The Russian government has upon co-ordination as a colossal· myth and the .;co-
decided that' for everyone hundred workmen two operative system but a. convenient arrangement for
students must be on the co-operative basis. St. John's earning an education-to 'be tolerated only where
College at Shanghai, he said, had planned to open a necessary. _ ..~
co-operative course in September, 1926. In reviewing
the chief problems with the establishment and adminis The Evolution of Co-ordination
trationof co-operative courses, Dean Schneidershowed _ .
that such problems are not only numerous, but are - The development. of co-ordination has been an
constantly changing. The one thing, he said, that has evolutionary process stimulated both by our needs and
been conclusively settled is that the plan works. The by our clearer recognition, of opportunity, Practically
details, he, added, were all open to discussion. every co-ordinator has added useful ideas. Several

In the sessions which followed, two principal topics others are scheduled to speak on this subject and will
were discussed, namely: the best methods of co-or din at- probably relate their own developments. Lwill attempt
ing the school work with the industrial or commercial therefore to outline only a few of my own experiences,
work of students; and the best period of alternation. and hope I am not stealing the other fellow's "thunder".
Of the four papers on thes~ subjects, three were read In the early years of the co-operative courses at
by co-op alumni of the University of Cincinnati who Cincinnati the Professor of Co-ordination spent his
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afternoons visiting places of employment, ,mostly ~t Evansville College we have occasionallv used
machine tool shops or construction projects. He talked syllabi prepared at the University of Cincinnati, but
with the students at work as well as with their foremen,
and being a man of considerable mechanical experience,
was often able to stimulate new lines of thought and
independent study along lines of the students' work.
In co-ordination classes at college he held informal dis-
cussions of the outside work, many problems and
difficulties being presented by the" co-ops" themselves.
At first no direct attempt was rnadeto correlate mathe-
matics or applied sciences with the day-to-day work of
the students. Such correlations as were made were of
the !flore obvious type or were -suggested by the dis-
CUSSIons.

Problems from the Industries
The need was soon felt, .however, of. a more'! direct,

method, and a' system was devised of putting on4 by"!
6 cards such shop problems encountered in the co-'
ordinator's visits as illustrated some specific "theory,
These were given to the instructors of the particular
theory involved together with the name of the student,
the firm, and any other information necessary to
enable this instructor to best use the problem- before
his class. No end- of such problems were secured,
particularly along the lines of physics, chemistry,
mechanics, machine design, power applications, patent
law, and general management. These were to be used
in whatever manner and time the instructor saw fit.

Two factors limited the usefulness of this plan.
First, the instructors, being familiar with the working
environments of the student, often failed to realize the
real. significance of the problem from data presented
on the cards; second, the class as a whole would lack
the background of experience necessary to understand
the meaning of the problem, since each student of the
class might be engaged on different work and often in
adifferent environment. This necessitated an explana-
tion of side issues and consumed toomuch of class time.
For example, a problem on. the mathematics of a
milling machine dividing head would mean 'little to ·D H'- -. . - .. ... .
t d t h h d

' h· d f s h .'.I

f
. · EAN ERMAN SCHNEIDER, Universif.y of Cincinnati, President.

S .u en s w 0 a never ear, 0 suer a piece 0 equip-
ment.·' Thus a more individual method of attack be- have felt the need of special compilations adapted to
came necessary and this need led to the development the local jobs. Since we did not have sufficient teaching
of the syllabi system to which task the speaker was personnel to allow our instructors adequate time for
assigned by Dean Schneider. . such work, Prof. Robb, , of our Civil Engineering

The Nature and Uses of Syllabi Department,. conceive?' the ~dea, of. letting sen!or
Shop syllabi, in brief, were lists of questions repre- students. write syllabi covermg theIr co-operative

senting information the student was expected to firms, .this w?rk to take the place of thes.es. .The -first
secure during his work weeks either by direct observa- syllabi ~ubm!tted covered the steel fabnca~mg. shops
tion, by questioning his shop associatesorforemanvor .and engmeermg departments of the ~nternatIOn~ Steel
through collateral reading suggested by a prepared and Iro~ Company. (~cl?PY of this syllabus IS here
bibliography. A separate set was prepared for each and. available ~<>rexamination, as are also s?me o~ the
type of work on which students were engaged and was earl~er productIOns) Other sets are now ~emg wnttep
given to the student at the time of his employment. by Jumor. and sem?r stude~ts. These will be multi-
The first questions to be mastered usually related to the graphed m convement sections and used by co-ops
immediate work in hand, since his first duty on the job who follow.
was to become an active producer. As soon as these ~any types ~f work are common to all school~
were mastered his attention was turned to the work of havI~g ,co:operatIv~ courses. For these cases, syllabi
others abouthim, to other departments, to the relation P?bhshed .m pamphlet form would be a great conven-
of one departmentto another, to questions of personnel renee and should ~md ready sale. Such types of wo.rk
management, of commercial policy. Many of these as are. but local In extent would" of cou~se, require
questions mentioned related points of theory. If the analysis by ~~e school. co~cerned. Sumn~mg up, the
student had already covered the theory in class this use .C?fsyl~abI In co-ordI~atIon has p~ov~~ Its value. It
co-ordination work constituted a review. If such class requ!r~s time and planning for each individual student,
work had not progressed that far, the nature of the but It IS worth all of the effort.
theory was briefly explained by the co-ordinator and Co-ordination as a By-product of Class Work
the memorandum carrying the student's contact with There are many ways in which co-ordination can be
that particular theory was .fI1ed with the .instructor in carried out naturally and almost without .ccnscious
that branch for reference in the future when the student effort. This is especially true if all the instructors have
would have entered his class. a broad understanding of the applications of their



subjects, and particularly, if they are familiar with the
industrial c nvironments of their students. This re-
quires that each instructor do some shop visiting,
which is greatly to be desired. At Evansville College,
for example, no engineering instructor is engaged who
has not had practical experience in his line and each
instructor is expected to spend one half day or more
every week visiting students on the job. As rapidly as
our teaching personnel will permit, this requirement
will be extended to include instructors of mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and business training. The result
of this is that every class virtually becomes a class of
co-ordination. In a junior or senior class, for instance,
scarcely a point of theory can arise that may not be
illustrated in terms of the environment of some student
of the class. Many such illustrations are presented by
instructors in lectures or discussions, having been
planned in advance; others are presented spontaneously
by the students themselves.

It is a mutual satisfaction to teachers and students
to be able to converse in the ordinary technical language
of the work shop. The everyday terms and illustrations
that can be indulged before a class of co-ops would be
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A serious attitude is also born in the outside experiences
of the co-ops. They seem to get a better understand-
ing of the meaning of theory and its relative importance.
This again bespeaks co-ordination in its subtle form.

There is one other plan we are constantly following
in Evansville that has found excellent results; namely,
formal oral reports on subjects relating to outside em-
ployment. Each student selects his own subject and
delivers a report to the co-ordination class once each
school period. The reports average ten to fifteen
minutes in length, the student standing before the
class with the instructor as one of his audience. Neces-
sary diagrams or tabulated matter are placed upon the
board by the student before class hour. Following the
report a co-ordinating discussion is led by the teacher
with opportunity for questions. This talk is followed
by a brief critique covering both the delivery and the
material and organization of report and giving to the
students as a side issue some of the values of oral
English training in which so many engineers are lack-
ing. It is all conducted in a spirit of helpfulness and
we have seen many shy and backward students lose
hesitancy and acquire confidence in their ability to
stand before an audience and command attention. I
believe this self-confidence should be a part of the equip-
ment of every college graduate, and yet, how many
alumni do we see who have found their opportunities
limited by the horizon of too narrow training?

Complete co-ordination can only come where there
is complete co-operation,. cultivated by continuous
effort. Complete co-operation makes possible an inter-
change of facilities, the value of which cannot be over-
estimated. On the one hand, the college inaugurates
extension classes, loans out instruments, makes tests
of materials and offers the personal services of its in-
structors. On the other hand, the employers extend the
freedom of their plants for trips of inspection and, in
our case, have loaned to our laboratories, for testing'
purposes, the use of such motors, engines and other
bulky equipment as would have been impractical to'
have purchased. This relationship alone has justified
our slogan "The City is Our Laboratory". '
Getting Knowledge Out of Inspection Trips

I have mentioned the possibility of inspection trips.'
Now there is nothing new in a mere tour of inspection.'
Most schools arrange trips at intervals, some giving
more and some less importance to them, depending
perhaps on their proximity to industrial and commercial
establishments. But the possibilities with co-operative.
students are entirely different. .

Let us suppose that a professor of ferrous metallurgy,
for example, has reached the point where he wants his'
class to see .and study at first hand foundry production
methods. Several students in his class, let us say, do
their co-operative work in a large modern foundry,
where pleasant co-operative relations have been pur-
posely cultivated. The rest of the class, although un-
familiar with foundries, are employed somewhere and
are accustomed to taking care of themselves around
various industrial hazards. They are, therefore, a
fairly safe risk as visitors. Since "the instructor has
made co-ordination visits to the plant, he is familiar
with both its layout and its personnel and readily
secures permission to bring his class for the afternoon.
No corps of guides meet the party to show them in one
door and out the other. Special guides are neither
necessary nor desired, for the instructor and the co-ops
employed there are well qualified to act in the capacity.
Time is nothing, if only the workmen be not incon-
venienced. The instructor therefore makes for various

DR. K. G. MATHEWSON, Drexel Institute, Vice-President.
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entirely over the heads of full-time students without
hours of explanation. The situation just described
makes for efficiency and thoroughness in teaching. If
this point be doubted, ask any engineering instructor
with experience in teaching both full time and co-
operative students which class he prefers. Nearly
always he will prefer the co-ops because, as he says:
"They seem to have a more serious attitude toward
their class work." This is partly due to the more con-
centrated schedules possible to assign co-operative
students. They must work harder while in school.
Recognition of this by other students is evidenced by
a quip on our engineers recently printed in the college
weekly, as follows: "For Sale-one bed, or will ex-
change for lamp; owner has decided to become co-op".
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points of vantage and there delivers his lectures, ex- unable to provide the extra class periods necessary to
amining equipment and methods as desired. Students put these applicants upon an alternating schedule.
ask questions, and perhaps the entire afternoon is spent
in this establishment. The instructor has definite
things in mind to illustrate and need not leave until
he has finished.

On another occasion the class would go to a steel
mill, again to a large heat-treating department, and
still again through a research experimental laboratory.
Millions of dollars of equipment are available for obser-
vation and for close study if desired, with interest
enhanced by the narrations in class of students' own
experiences. Trips of this nature are impossible with-
out co-operative relations and who will say that this
is:not real co-ordination of theory and practice?

DEAN FRED E. AYER, University of Akron. :2-1l--
Member Executive Board f' ..:

However, a little investigation showed us that many
jobs were available during afternoon and evening hours,
and that if students could attend school in the morn-
ings it would not be necessary to form extra classes for
part time students since they could attend regularly
all morning classes then scheduled. Accordingly, a
large number of students were placed at work on after-
noon or evening jobs and given a restricted schedule
at college. It was found after a year's trial that an
average student could successfully carry 12 hours of
class work per week and still give his or her employer
four hours a day. Students so employed were thereupon
assigned work on this basis, the better students of
demonstrated ability being able to carry more class
work and vice versa. Also students whose employment
varied from the four hours a day had their study load
correspondingly altered.

Anticipating that an insufficient number of half-day
jobs could be located, we published in our announce-
ment the details of a plan whereby two students would
jointly fill a full time job, alternating on a half-day
basis. Their college schedules were to be arranged so
that during one quarter of the year one student at-
tended college in the forenoon and the other in the after-
noon, each working during four hours of the time he
was not in school. At the end of the quarter the pro-
gram was to be reversed, giving each student an equal
opportunity at both morning and afternoon courses,
until such a tirrie as class sections in each study could
be scheduled to come both morning and afternoon .

We never had to put this plan in operation because
the limit of half-day and evening jobs was never
reached. The types of work secured included sales
work in department stores, laboratory work, news-

PROFESSOR CHARLES LYTLE, New York University, Se1jTreas.
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I have been asked also to tell of some of the problems

encountered in the application of the co-operative
system to liberal arts students. For some reason the
impression has gone abroad that our liberal arts de-
partment has already been organized on a co-operative
basis. This report has been somewhat premature. It
possibly originated from the fact that for two or three
years about one hundred academic students in Evans-
ville College have been provided with some kind of

...regular employment, usually coming in afternoon or
evening hours. Both men and women appealed for
these. They wanted to work both for experience and
money and yet were not interested in technical courses.
On account of insufficient teaching force, we were then
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THE CO-ORDINATION DEPARTMENT OF TI-IE
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON

By T. L. MCJOYNT, B. S. IN COM. '19
Professor cf Co-ordination

Instead of outlining an ideal plan for a co-ordination
department, I shall discuss the work done at the Uni-
versity of Akron. Not that it is the best, but rather
because more can be accomplished by a discussion of
the problem in the light of its recognized limitations.

Dean Fred E. Ayer, who was a charter member of
the co-op faculty at Cincinnati, installed the course
at Akron in 1914. It was only natural, then that the
school began with the "Cincinnati Plan" which it has
retained in substance. The present enrollment is 326.

The college began its co-operative career by dividing

paper reporting and distribution, janitor work, steno-
graphic and clerical work, teaching and tutoring,
ministerial duties for students in religious education,
athletic coaching, canvassing, special factory jobs,
caring for children, and even barbering.

Most of these jobs were secured and assigned by the
college, whose authorities undertook to visit the
students occasionally on the job and to check up on
their success and failure. Many students, however,
came to us with jobs of their own, secured during sum-
mer vacations and which they were usually permitted
to retain. In the case of women students, each ar-
rangement for outside work had to meet the approval
of the Dean of Women.

Frankly, however, this work was not organized upon
the co-operative plan and often bore no relation to the
student's major lines of interest. Until now it has
merely constituted a highly developed student em-
ployment bureau with such employment favored and
rather encouraged by college authorities for the sake
of the broadening influences which had seemed to be
reaching the engineering co-ops. We were able to make
no attempt to co-ordinate such work with college
studies.

This coming year, however, will see the real extension
of the co-operative system to liberal arts students.
We plan to add to it this September from sixty to eighty
academic co-ops in the freshmen class. These will
attend college full time throughout the fall and winter
quarter, as do our freshmen engineers. At the be-
ginning of the spring quarter, about the middle of
March, these students will be placed upon alternating
outside employment, of much the same nature as that
previously secured, but with the co-ordination feature
added, also with closer supervision by the college.
Their alternation will therefore continue throughout
the balance of their course on the same three-week shift
as the engineers. On a few jobs it is even possible that
they may exchange places with engineers, that is, an
engineer and an academic student alternating on the
same work. For convenience in administration, the
system will be as elastic as possible in order that we
may seize upon desirable opportunities as they arise.
We anticipate no difficulty in securing sufficient work,
though in common with other schools, we sometimes
find it difficult to make the available jobs and the
available students exactly balance on the appointed
day. On the date of placement, for instance, we may
find ourselves with a few more jobs than students to
fill them; on some future date. there may be a few more
students than jobs. This is, of course, due to the
temporary nature of some jobs, to the uncertainty in
advance of the specific needs of the industries, and to
the time often needed to sell the idea to the employer.
The condition is easily understood by those of you
who have had charge of placement

In conclusion I wish to say that the extension of the
co-operative plan to our academic department has
come about in a most natural way. It has not been
urged upon our authorities, but ha~ sold itself upon its
merits. Our engineering graduates though few in
number, have gone into desirable openings with con-
fidence and a definite aim. It has been recognized by
both administrators and teachers that their co-opera-
tive training has given them an intangible something
that has proved of tremendous advantage. Why should
it, not, therefore, do the same for academic students?

DEAN F. C. FRENC:U, Marquette _University, '.l: ') t:
Member Executive Board fP I
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the students into two sections alternating on the two-
week plan. Two years ago class 'work was changed to a
three-week basis, in order to divide the two semesters
into equal units. Next year the seniors will work during
the first semester and attend school full time during
the second. This change was made for several reasons,
but primarily to ascertain the advantages in the way
of more responsible positions made possible by working
over longer periods.

The general plan of administration at Akron is not
materially different from that at Cincinnati, nor for
that matter at any other engineering college. However,
we find some deviation in the operation of the co-
ordination department. This department is equal in
rank to all other major departments of the college. If
there can be said to be any discrimination it outranks
the others because of the fact that it deals with all of
the students and concerns one-half the entire time
schedule.



The personnel consists of two full time men, five
members of the general faculty who have charge of
co-ordination classes, and student assistants doing
clerical work. Next year a full time co-ordinator is to
be added to the department.

The generally accepted functions of the department
are to establish and maintain co-operative relations
with the industries, and supervise co-ordination classes.
Those who are engaged in this work recognize the fact
that it has its physical limitations. And yet, if the
merits did not outweigh the defects, it could not have
survived for twenty years, as it has in the parent insti-
tution.

Although three or four large rubber companies
dominate the industrial activity of Akron, it surprises
most people to learn that the University of Akron co-
operates with over sixty business houses in and around
the city. On second thought you will quickly appre-
ciate the fact that a city of 200,000 people must have
varied industries to support itself. Akron can not live
on rubber tires alone. Students are employed in city,
county, and state departments; railroads and other
public utilities; besides numerous smaller industries,
stores, and offices. True enough, the rubber industry
absorbs a considerable number of students. But when
you realize that one company employs 250 .men in
their machine shop alone, you get some idea of the
opportunity within these plants for engineering train-
ing. Many students are engaged in maintenance and
repair work, which is the best kind of training for
engineers.

The field work of the co-ordinator is largely a selling
proposition. There has been little or no improvement
over the old-fashioned methods. Frequently the firms
call on the University for men instead of waiting for a
visit from the co-ordinator. When soliciting for jobs,
the co-ordinator visits a firm, explains the co-op plan,
and asks for a limited number of jobs. Once a student
is employed, the firm representative is in a receptive
mood to consider the complexities which develop later.
Frequent visits establish friendly and intimate relations
which aid in the solution of special problems. In the
course of time the co-ordinator must seek the one man
in the plant who can keep the plan in operation. This
person must be in sympathy with the co-op course and
have the requisite author ty to put the desired plan
into effect. Some of the larger co-operative firms have
raised the question of the feasibility of the co-operative
plan in the light of what seems to be a heavy mortality,
In one case, twelve freshmen were employed and only
one remained until graduation. However, the success
of this one man was so outs ~an ding that the company
now realizes he is worth all the apparent liability of the
others. Another firm has attempted repeatedly to
work through its personnel department. The head of
this department has an ambitious program, but runs
amuck with his foremen each time he attempts a
transfer. The co-ordination department has remained
firm in its insistence that control of the students' des-
tiny be left in the hands of the school. This particular
fellow is getting pressure from both ends and is having
an exciting time. When a reasonable request for a
change of jobs is refused, the student is removed to
another plant. The company, one of the largest in
Akron, made a survey of the co-op work in Akron and
was so impressed with the success elsewhere, that a
conference with the school authorities was immediately
arranged with the result that a thorough revision is
now under way. When the new plan is submitted, I

PROFESSOR DUGALD C. JACKSON, JR., University of Loqi~vine,
Member Executive Board ~ '11 - 'f f

placed on production in the shop before be~g :ftfans-
ferred to production control, accounting, and other
commerce departments. .

It is well known that many students change courses
during the first two years. The curriculum anticipates
such action and the college encourages it whenever the
student shows an inclination to change. Selection of
the proper field early in the course is one of the strong-
holds of the co-operative course.

It is in the promotion and transfer that the critical
placement work is done. As the student progresses in
his college work, the nature of outside employment be-
comes an individual problem. He learns by experience
the kind of work which he prefers and excels in and
every effort is made to place him accordingly.

In the matter of "inside" or co-ordination class
work, the college frankly admits that it is in the ex-
perimental stage. There is some consolation, however,
in the old saying that when you cease trying to improve
you begin to decay. Each full-time co-ordinator con-
ducts one class in the regular curriculum. In this way
he keeps abreast with the later developments in en-
gineering and commerce practices. With the addition of
one co-ordinator to the staff next year, it is probable that
all freshman co-ordination classes will be conducted
by full time men in the co-ordination department.

am sure these officials will be impressed with its
simplicity.

The types of work which should be selected for
students fall naturally into a practice which is doubtless
universal. For one thing this phase of the work is in-
fluenced largely by the practicability of the problem.
Engineering freshmen are assigned to apprentice work
in their respective fields. In fact, with a five-year
program ahead, it matters little what particular work
a freshman begins with. Commerce students are
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Co-ordination class room work is scheduled for fresh-
men and sophomores. Students are ready by the third
year to study practical problems under the direct
supervision of instructors in applied courses. If co-
ordination class work during the first year is at all
fruitful, advanced students should be able to gather
data and present it without the formal guidance
given to freshmen. The student and faculty have more
elasticity in working our major problems which are
discussed in informal conferences.

If some co-ordination classes are conducted by heads
of departments, a better "co-op" spirit is instilled into
the entire faculty. A splendid opportunity to test out
this spirit occurred several years ago. A suggestion
that all such classes be put in charge of co-ordinators
brought unanimous protest from the other departments,
who felt that their co-ordination work assisted them
in their efforts to appraise the students and to learn
their individual problems. This plan brought out a
further and more pertinent point. If the head of the
department is not in sympathy with the "co-op" idea,
it is impossible to develop that esprit de corps so
essential to an efficient and harmonious development
of the work. It is a fundamental principle in any or-
ganization that the lieutenants must be in hearty
sympathy with the general policy.

This leaves for final consideration the type of work
carried on in co-ordination classes. Freshmen and
sophomores submit reports on outside experiences.
Each man must come prepared to read his paper, using
the blackboard, tools, and materials, when practical.
Each man endeavors to outstrip the others and the
preparation for this work is at times amazing. There
is no dearth of material. The whole responsibility of
the class work for the time being rests upon the student
presenting the paper. Such a situation provides the
incentive which impels a man to do his utmost to make
good. If properly conducted such courses should aid
in the development of essential qualifications so often
lacking in college graduates. It is surprising that this
matter of developing personal qualifications receives
little attention in educational conferences. Educators
are so engrossed in the technique of formal education
that they discuss reluctantly this, the most vital element
in the economic welfare of the student. I am mindful
of the fact that the co-operative course by its very
nature does much in this respect.

For those who doubt the importance of what has
just been said, let me quote an extract from "Engineer-
ing Education", vol. VII No.3, pp. 125-144 and in-
corporated in C. R. Mann's report "A Study of En-
gineering Education" published in 1918.

"Fifteen hundred engineers, who replied in
writing to the question, 'What are the most im-
portant factors in determining probable .success
or. failure in engineering?' mentioned personal
qualities more than seven times as frequently
as they did knowledge of engineering science
and the technique of practice. A second circular
letter stating this result was then sent to the
thirty thousand members of the four large en-
gineering societies, and each was asked to
number six groups of qualities headed respective-
ly Character, Judgment, Efficiency, Under-
standing of men, Knowledge, and Technique,
in the order of importance which he gave them
in judging the reasons for engineering success
and in sizing up young men for employment
or for promotion. More than seven thousand
engineers replied to this request, and their votes

placed the Character group at the head of the
list by a majority of 94.5 per cent, while Tech-
nique was voted to the bottom by an equally
decisive majority."

It would seem then, that any means possible to
further this peculiar type of training should be en-
couraged.

The work here outlined is stated in positive terms
primarily to give a clear exposition, if possible, of
what is being done at Akron, and not with any con-
viction that this is the best way. In fact I am here
primarily to receive criticisms of our work and sug-
gestions which can be used to improve the work at
Akron.

rrHE BEST PERIOD OF ALTERNATION
By PROFESSOR CECIL J. KAPP, E. E. '19 Drexel Institute

In discussing the best period for Drexel Institute and
other schools in similar situations, I think it is well to
tell something of the operation of our course.

The co-operative plan was established at Drexel in
January 1919. It started on the four-year plan. The
first nine months were spent entirely in school. Alter-
nation between school and industry began in the
sophomore year and continued through the junior
year. The summer between the freshman and sopho-
more year was a vacation. The senior year was spent
completely in school. The period of alternation chosen
was three months.

The course was changed in September 1925 to the
five-year basis. This change was made in order to give
more time for school work and to have the alternating
periods continue through the senior year. The manu-
facturing companies considered the senior year com-
pletely in school a serious drawback to the four-year
plan. The senior students, by remaining in school
entirely, lost contact with the companies in which they
had been placed during their industrial training. In the
five-year course, the freshman year, or the first nine
months, is spent entirely in school. The alternating
periods begin in the sophomore year and continue
through the remaining four years of the course. The
three-month period of alternation is ,still used. The
summer between the freshman and sophomore years
is listed as a vacation. Many of the students who fail
courses during the freshman year use this period to
make up such work, and the remaining students are
placed in industrial work if they desire. About seventy-
five per cent take advantage of this opportunity.

The three-month period of alternation was adopted
at Drexel because it was considered the shortest period
that can be treated as a unit for which academic credit
can be given and in which reasonably complete courses
can be taught. This period has worked out very satis-
factorily and our whole school, which consists of four
separate departments, is on the term basis rather than
on the semester plan. Several other colleges have found
the term basis advantageous over the semester plan.

We divide the school year into four periods, each
period being the same length of time. This eliminates
the short summer term as operated by some schools,
and makes the length of all courses uniform. This is
very beneficial when credit hours are used, and when
work from other schools is substituted.

We find that the three-month period offers a distinct
advantage for satisfactory continuous training, for
activity in athletics, and for work in student organiza-
tions. I t is not necessary to make changes in alternates
under our plan in order to have the students in school



at certain times for the different sports. The three- shorter period, and found only one case where they
month period is of sufficient length to allow ample time thought it would be better. Even then, they thought
for the complete football, basket ball, track, and base- that not the firm but the student would benefit.
ball seasons. During three consecutive months in industry, the

The criticism of a long period of alternation is that student can often observe a complete process or unit of
the students get out of contact with school work. I industrial work; such as the complete construction of a
have had experience also, in two-week and four-week machine, or the erection of a structure which a shorter
alternating periods, and I cannot see much difference period would make impossible.
in any of them. However, I do believe the period of There is no doubt that there is less confusion in
alternation should not be over three months. We have operation of the three-month plan. An instructor does
students out at times for six months, and many tell me not find it necessary to change a student from one
they have a hard time getting back into the school section to another, nor does he find it so difficult to
routine. We have had very few cases where students keep the sections parallel in their courses. It makes
blamed their failure in school to the three-month period less work for the co-ordination department, as students
of alternation. are not handled so often and are easier to place.

The three-month period of alternation has a decided In closing, I would say the three-months period of
advantage in placing students. It makes a much easier alternation is the best period for our school, due to the
job in selling the plan to the manufacturing organiza- above reasons. However, I might add that the period
tions. I am sure we place students in jobs we otherwise of alternation does not make a great deal of difference,
could not secure if it were not for the long period of but depends on what the manufacturers are accustomed
alternation. I feel it would be a great problem to to, or on what plan was used in the beginning. I do
change to a shorter period of alternation after a school believe that in a conservative city like Philadelphia a
has once installed a longer period. The manufacturers great deal of difficulty would be experienced in chang-
are, of course, in favor of a longer period. I have ing from the three-month plan to a shorter period,
spoken to many companies in Philadelphia about a but I do not think it would be impossible.

A NEW TEXTBOOK
The textbook by Professor Park, "English Applied science.':, He goes on to explai~ th~t what is cal~edapplied s~ience

in Technical Writing" which came off the press during ISreally nothing b1!,tthe apphc~tIo~ of pu~esCIenc~t~,partIcular
h 'd b . id . · classes of problems. So, regarding technical Enghsh Professor

th~ su~mer, as. alrea y een grven WI ~ reco~nItion. Park notes in his Foreword, that there is actually no such thing,
It IS being used In a number of colleges, including the but that there are "applications of English which are peculiar to
state universities of Maine North Carolina, Colorado, the work of an engineer or to that of any other professional man."
and South Dakota the Pennsylvania Forestry College . P~ofessorPark's book is .oneof thoseencouraging sign~,small,
h '~·U· · f D' d h CI I d I • ' significant portents, seeming to point to a slow-moving butt e niversity 0 enver, an t e eve an nS~Itute actual change in the cultural outlook of the United States.

of Technology. It has also been adopted for use In the Professor Park pleads for a broader, richer cultural background,
Westinghouse organization. The interest shown by the and for th~se liter~ry valu~s w~ich, he ac~tely. w~ites, "are i~:
general public outside of the technical and educational separ~bly hnke?- WIth the practIc,~I,.or which he JUs~ beyond,

h b I· II ideri h The apotheosis of the lowbrow IS a very real thing In our
groups as een. unusua, especia y consi ermg t. at country at this time, and this deification of mediocrity, this
the book was written as a college text. The following glorification of the "regular fellow," has already gone far enough
article, reprinted from a recent issue of The Hartford to ~roadcast a deadly. defection throughout ~ur whole. social
Courant is one of a number of newspaper reviews - fabric, But there are sI~ns of commg change, sIgn~that It may
h hav d perhaps become the fashion, the accepted proper thing, to extend

t at ave appeare . ~ one's outlook beyond the limits of the corner drug store-and
•• . • • Professor Park's "English Applied" is one of these signs.

Use of English In Technical Writing A clear, irradiating intelligence animates every chapter of this
ENGLISH APPLIED IN TECHNICAL WRITING-B book; the reader's att~n~ion is caught at once, and is held fast

. C & C N Y k : $2 25 Y throughout. Any ambitious student, even though he may have
Clyde W. Park, F. S. rofts 0., ew or, . · previously ignored any but the technical side of his studies,

This is one of the most practical treatises on the use of the must be, it would seem, impressed by the fascination of the new
English language to appear since the publication of the late world of expression, as it is opened up to him by Professor Park.
Richard Grant White's now neglected volumes, "Everyday It is pleasant to note that Professor Park quotes at length from
English," and "Words and Their Uses." Technical writers in Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch's fine study, "On the Art of Writing,"
general, and the students of the College of Engineering and emphasizes particularly Sir Arthur's remarkable chapter on
Commerce at the University of Cincinnati, in particular, are to "Jargon"; attentive, careful study of this chapter should benefit
be congratulated on what Professor Park has done for them, but any aspiring writer, along any line of literary effort.
it really seems a pity -that this fine book should be presented to Among the topical points considered by Professor Park in this
the public under a title which would seem to limit its appeal to a volume are,-means towards a working knowledge of English,
comparatively small, specialized group of readers. Professor good mechanical form, logical organization of material, clear
Park's book is, as he himself expressly states in his preface, not statement of ideas, accurate use of words, with much valuable
a formal treatise, but a book of "counsel and instruction." The comment on the general need for an increased vocabulary,
counsel is sound, permeated with imagination, helpful, and stimu- appropriate style, the use of the library, the technical writer's
lating; the instruction conveyed in terms which make the position literary background, and various suggested exercises.
of pupil one of keen delight. The books suggested by Professor Park for the forming of the

In his chapter on "Logical Grouping or Development of technical writer's literary background form an interesting group;
Statements," Professor Park quotes, as an example of clear the books are, says Professor Park, chiefly works which technical
expository statement a paragraph from Professor T. H. Huxley's students have themselves read and recommended. A seasoned
"Science and Culture," and this paragraph has a double signifi- Trollopian might wish that Anthony Trollope might be repre-
cance, for it emphasizes a point already made by Professor Park. sented by his incomparable "Autobiography," as well as by the
Professor Huxley expresses the wish that the term, "applied inevitable "Barchester Towers"; it is an essentially masculine
science," had never been invented; for, he says, it suggests that book-and Professor Park stresses the fact that "men's books"
there is a sort of scientific knowledge of direct practical use, are in special favor with his pupils-and it is as vigorous, ani-
which can be studied apart from another sort of scientific knowl- mated, entertaining and individual a personal record as ever
edge, having no practical utility, and which is called "pure found its way into print.
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The Fountain Engineer
The mining game has its engineers; there are engineers

on trains.
The man who puts down a sewer pipe is an engineer

of drains.
I't's engineers who construct our dams, and engineers

build our roads.
The engineers erect business blocks and our large and

small abodes.
We've engineers to show us the way to harrow and hoe

and plow,
To sweep our streets and to dig a ditch, or to tame a

fractious cow.
And oh yes, telephone engineers; there are engineers

of gas,
Of concrete, .chernistry, oil and guns, of radio, ships

and brass;
Of motor cars and of slot machines, and of various

kinds of mills;
Of irrigation and furnaces, of dynamite, wheels and

stills.
This world is chuck full of engineers, and each throws a

/ mighty front.
The timid words of the common herd he scorns with a

haughty grunt.
N ow me, my job is to mix cool drinks for weary and

thirsty folks.
I serve them sundaes and lemonades and sherbets and

fragrant cokes.
In lall the .land you will find no brew that equals my cold

root beer,
So don't you call me a soda squirt-I'm a fountain

engineer.
-Professional Engineer.

-------
Theory vs, Practice

The scientist who was to lecture on "The Infinitude
of Space" was half an hour late. He couldn't find a
place to park.

Barnum Was Right
Old Skinflint: "Here, boy, what's this? You were

shouting 'Great Swindle-Sixty Victims I' I can see
nothing about it in this paper."

Newsboy: "Great Swindle-Sixty-one Victims!"
-Exchange.

He Could Add, Anyway
Co-op: "There goes the Prof, that gave me a hun-

dred."
Co-ep: "How come?"
Co-op: "Sixty-five in math and thirty-five in

descrip." .

ANOTHER VERSION
"Who was that gentleman I seen you with yesterday?"
"That wasn't no gentleman; that was my wife."

In Other Words
Professor: "Can you give me a more elegant render-

ing of the sentence: 'The sap rises'?"
Student: "The boob gets out of bed."
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Just So
A man asked the Pullman agent for a berth.
"Upper or lower? There's a difference in price, you

know. Let me explain.
"The lower berth is higher than the upper. The

higher price is for the lower. If you want it lower you'll
have to go higher.

"In other words, the higher, the lower. Most people
don't like the upper, although it is lower on account of
its being higher. When you occupy an upper, you have
to get up to go to bed, and get down when you get up.
You can have the lower if you pay higher. The upper
is lower than the lower because it is higher. If you are
willing to go higher, it will be lower."

"Guess I'll go in the settin' car," replied the man
who thought he wanted a berth.-Ex.

Brevity
A cub reporter, frequently reprimanded for prolixity

and warned to be brief, turned in the following:
"A shocking affair occurred last night. Sir Edward

Hopeless, a guest at Lady Panmore's ball, complained
of feeling ill, took a highball, his hat, his overcoat, his
departure, no notice of his friends, a taxi, a pistol from
his pocket, and finally his life. Nice chap. Regrets and
all that."-Ex.

Shellfish Motive
The Lady: "Are you fond of lobster salad, doctor?"
The Doctor: "No, I'm not fond of it, but I'm grate-

ful to it."-Ex.

Star-gazer: "Well, I swan! How did we ever guess their rui mes?'

One Hit; One Error!
Toastmaster (rapping sleeping member on the head

with gavel): "Wake up brother. Brother Blubber is
speaking.' ,

Sleeping Member: "Hit me again, I can still hear
hi " .rm,

And What Else?
Excited Lady (on phone): "There are some of your

linemen working in front of my house and the language
they are using is terrible! I want you to have it
stopped!"

Jim O'Donnell (Line Department): "I'll have it
attended to at once, Madam."

In answer to his request for an immediate report on
the disturbance, Jim received this letter:
"Dear Mr. 0' Donnell:

Harry was soldering some joints overhead; he was dropping
red hot solder down my neck, and I said, 'Harry, you MUST
be more careful!'

Signed: Jenkins, Foreman."

Why Not Dine With Us I
Green Lantern Tavern

301 Calhoun Street

-Cause and Effect
An old farmer from north Alabama attended some

of the New Year festivities in Birmingham and among
other places, went to one of the popular dances.
"Some of the women's clothes I see here," he remarked
"plumb put me in mind of a barbed wire fence-they
appear to protect the proputy without obstructing the
view."-Ex.

Fishing No Good!
James: "Give me a match, John."
John: "Here it is."
James : "Well, can you beat that? I've forgotten my

cigarettes.' ,
John: "'S too bad, give me back my match."

Providential
She: "The Lord made us beautiful and dumb."
He: "How's that?"

.She: "Beautiful so the men would love us, and dumb
so that we could love them."

I AT THE

Crystal Confectionery
HWhere Service is Keen"

Light Lunches Served

I Three Stores
Hughes Corner Clifton & Ludlow 9th. & Vine

Some tourists in a small Italian town were looking
through the menu when a polite waiter came to their
assistance. "The ham is not, and the chicken never
was," he explained, "so will you have your eggs tight
or loose?"

There's the Rub
"Any inquiries?" asked the washing machine agent.
"Lady on Umsteenth street wants a demonstration."
"Let her tell it to somebody else. I did her washing

fC\l~ "hp.r l~~t. "WPPk- "
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Inconvenient
"Poor old Harry!" said Bill to Frank, "He's so short-

sighted he's working himself to death.'"
"What has short-sightedness got to do with death?"
"Why, he can't see when the boss isn't looking.f so

he has to keep shoveling all the time."

Expert Advice
Eminent Specialist: "So you went to a general

practitioner. What fool advice did he give you?"
Patient: "Oh, he told me to see you."

A Tip on the Nose

American Style
Guide: "This is one of the original rooms of the

castle; it hasn't been touched for' four hundred years."
Visitor: "That's just like my landlord-he won't

do a thing."

The bride and the groom were visiting in San Fran-
cisco. They stopped at a restaurant to eat. A flip
young waitress waited on them.

"Would you care for some honey-moon salad?" she
asked.

"What is it?" asked the confused groom.
"Just lettuce alone," replied the waitress.

Strictly Vegetarian
Absent-minded musical professor: "How many car-

rots in a peck? er-er-er, I mean how many beats' in a
measure?"-Notre Dame Juqqler.

Automatic
"How did Oscar happen to lose control of his car at

the railroad crossing?" .
"He's the kind of fellow who always drops everything

when the whistle blows."

Exterior Decoration
Architects were sent scurrying to Southern Europe

to study the best examples of Italian Renaissance.
Others hastened to rural England to copy typical Tudor
buildings. In sunny Spain and in remotest parts of
China others sketched temples, pagodas, dwellings and
courtyards. Hundreds of skilled men delved through
research volumes for the best authorities on Gothic
structure. Finally, after two years of wandering, -they
gathered in the long assembly hall.

Each rose to his feet and read a carefully prepared
paper on the results of his investigation. A tense,
almost solemn atmosphere pervaded the hall. Next to
me sat the Elizabethan authority, sketching beautiful
castles on a blotter.

"Excuse me, sir," I whispered, "but are you
planning to erect some massive cathedral, some glorious
temple of the arts or possibly a sumptuous home for
some great millionaire?"

"Don't be silly," he answered, "The Consolidated
Gasoline Corporation is thinkin' of puttin' up another
filling station out in Hicksville, Kan."-Hugh Wood.

Business
"John," said Mrs. Smith to her husband, "I'm really

afraid our Junior is lazy. He persuades little Freddy
to do all his work."

"Lazy!" exclaimed Smith. "That's executive ability."

As He Pronounced It
First Stude: "When I was sight-seeing in Italy I

came across a girl who went to varsity. It was in a
quaint city."

Second: "Genoa?"
"No, but it didn't take me long to get acquainted."

The Rest is Silence
Poet: "Are you the man who cut my hair the last

time?"
Barber: "I don't think so, sir. I've only been here

six months."-Gaiety.

Out-Generaled
"How did you happen to pay that lunch check?"

asked the wife of the one who had lunched with her
and a down-town business associate.

"I didn't intend to, but when we went to the cashier's
desk he just outfumbled me. That's all."-Exchange.

Visitor's Day
Frater: "And put a guest towel in the bathroom."
Pledge: "A guest towel? What's a guest towel?"
Frater: "A clean towel, sap!"-WashingtonDirge.

Take Your Choice
To the thin: "Don't eat fast."
To the fat: "Don't eat; fast."-Exchange.



~7IJlandboolt
on the Generation
and Use of
SUPERHEATED STEAM
~and related subjects.

Some of the Data Contained
in the Book

Superheated steam, its advantages over saturated steam and
the proper design and performance of superheaters.

Superheated Stearn for Heating.
Cylinder Lubrication with Superheated Steam.
Superheater arrangements are illustrated for all types of boilers

for stationary J marine and locomotive services, including
waste heat, portable and separately fired superheaters.

Data required to design stationary superheaters.
Steam Tables covering pressures from below atmospheric to

600 lb., absolute, including properties of superheated steam
from 50 to 300 deg. F., superheat.

Specific heat of superheated steam.
Reduction of superheat due to moisture.
Complete information far figuring piping for handling water,

saturated and superheated steam. Piping data includes pro-
posed American Standard for high pressures. Also velocity
and pressure drop of water and steam flowing through piping.

Engineering data on coal and oil fired boilers, including tables
giving heat value of gaseous, liquid and solid fuels.

Data on bolts and screw threads, including recent work of
American Engineering Standards Committee and National
Screw Thread Commission.

Conversion Tables.

Many miscellaneous tables commonly used by steam engineers.

Students wishing copies apply to

"Co-Operative Engineer"
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Just Published

THIS HANDBOOK is for steam power
plant engineers and operators. It con-

tains condensed data, well indexed for ready
reference. Superheat Engineering Data is
not intended to displace standard hand-
books. But it is different. Much of the infor-
mation it contains can be found in no other
single publication. For instance, practically
all types of stationary boilers commonly
made in America are illustrated and brief-
comparative data is given as to sizes, tube
sizes, arrangement of tubes, etc. In fact,
much of the data has not hitherto been
published and because of its character, one
would have difficulty in securing it unaided.

Printed on goocl quality paper and bound
with a flexible Keratol cover. 85 illustra-
tions and diagrams. 69 tables. Size,4~ x 7 in.
208 pages.

'Price 11.00

Send for your copy today.

THE SUPERHEATER COMPANY
17 EAST 42ND ST. PEOPLES GAS BLDG.

NEW YORK CHICAGO
Canada: The Superheater Company Limited, Montreal



Announcing the 1926

CO-OP DANCE
To be held

Saturday, December 11
In the

Men' s Gymnasium

Let's Go!
Yau Engineers
and Alumni!

Make a date-or bring your wife.
The tax is only two dollars, and at
8:30 the orchestra will start the
feet and keep them gliding joyfully
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CARPE DIEM
Yesterday is an outlawed account.
Tomorrow is a risky promissory note.

1. Today is real money-invest it.
0;'

problem, next to keeping a true bearing, was the topo-
graphy. With snow covering the ground, it was hard
to followthe contours, and necessitated much labor and
level work. In order to keep the bearing true and
corrected, shots were taken on the pole star, and the
sun. In that country it is not possible to run into a
government mark or corner .when in doubt. The
brush was heavy, but a crew of .seven able axemen
kept the chain men fairly busy chaining accurately.
The level party came behind and tried their best to
get the ground at every station, but sometimes the
rodman was a little lazy, and some snow was counted
in the notes. However, everything in general was very
accurate. At first it seemed impossible to set a transit
or level with heavy mittens, but the frost soon taught
the lesson that practice makes perfect, or freeze trying
to do it bare-handed. Notes werekept with mitts also.
By gripping the pencil in the palm, it was easy to write
a fair figure. There was plenty of room in the books,
and it was used freely.

Getting to and from work took a great deal of time,
but no daylight time. There were two miles out of
every camp that someof the men never saw in daylight.
The moon was always bright, or else the northern
lights illuminated the trail, making it possible to follow
in the dark. Lunch was always a welcome, but un-
comfortable affair. Sandwiches, made at the break-
fast table, were packed in a cloth, tied to the belt of
each man. The rear flag man was in charge of the tea
pail. Each noon a large fire was built and snow water
tea was in order. Then the sandwiches, by this time
called "toasted frost," were served.

Forked sticks served as toasters, and either the bread
was burned to a crisp, or it dropped into the fire. As
a general rule, everyone was well filledbefore the work
began again. Branches of spruce were laid on the
snow around the fire to make a comfortable place to
rest.

YOUR. BARBER

CHRIS BALLAUER
228 West McMillan Street

CANADA'S LATEST FRONTIER
Continued from page 14

enough heat to keep the tent very warm in the coldest
of weather. Crude wash stands were erected. In the
cook tent every thing was humming. Old Doc was
preparing a batch of sour dough bread. The bull cook
was scrubbing the rough hewn table. Wood by the
cord was being piled into the various tents. Within
two hours all tents were up and ready for habitation.
The men, hardened by this time to the rough life,
stretched themselves before the stove and waited their
turn to the hot water for a good wash, the first real
one they had had for a week. The chow call brought
them all to the cook tent, and a fairly good meal of
ham, beans, bread, peas, and coffee was set before
them. An office tent was soon erected and set into
shape for the draughtsman. A good table was made
out of some boards brought along for that purpose.
Tapes, transit, level, and rods were inspected and made
ready for an early start in the morning.

A survey is a survey regardless of where it is. Dif-
ferent kinds of country call for different methods, but
as a whole there was nothing new to this survey. One
exception might be brought in, the fact that four feet
of snow covered the ground. In order to secure the
hubs, a long piece of iron pointed at one end was driven
into the ground. Then a long, hard wood stake was
driven, This was referenced to several points, such
as trees, rocks, or by other stakes. The most difficult
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Breaking It Gen tly
Little Boy: "May I come in your yard and get my

arrow?"
Neighbor : "Yes, where did it fall?"
Boy: "I think it's stuck in your cat."

Or a Slot Machine?
Customer (on a Sunday morning): "Give me change

for a dime, please."
Druggist: "Sure, and I hope you enjoy the sermon."

-Concordian.

He'll Break It
He: "I've a notion to propose to you."
She: "Please do. I'm trying for a record this fall."

"Inside" Dope
"Going to hear the lecture on appendicitis tonight?"
"No, I'm tired of those organ recitals." -Punch.

-------

Literally, Perhaps
An Irish chiropodist announces that he has "removed

corns from all the crowned heads of Europe."

A "Shiner"
Father (reading a letter from his son at sea, to

mother)-"Myopia says he's got a beautiful lamp
from boxing."

Mother: "I just knew he'd win something in his
athletics."-Sea Bag (U. S. S. Oklahoma).

Remington Portable
Electrical Engineering and other Keyboards

Weighs 14 lbs.
STANDARD 4-ROW
Keyboard
COMPACT, easy:running
Has 2-color ribbon, back-
spacer, automatic ribbon
"'AUA"'Cll:~

Sold on

$5
Monthly
Payments

WE SELL ALL MAKES

"AWMCO" REBUILT TYPEWRITERS
$25 and up

Typewriters Rented at Spe iiul Rates to Students
Phone Main 2573

AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc.
148 East Fourth Street, near Main

Est. over 45 years - 23 Branch Stores

University Representative M. GORAB - Engineering Mail Box
Tel. West 8631

BostonianS
FAMOUS SHOES FOR MEN

514 Vine St.
Cincinnati, O.

Oh! '-J , (

He: "Here's the candy-sweets to the sweet."
She: "Thank you. May I pass you the nuts."

Irate employer: "Late again; have you ever done
anything on time?"

Clerk: "I bought a car."

Safety First _
Tony was having his second son christened and,

being very anxious to have his name recorded correctly
on the birth certificate, remarked to the clergyman:

"Will you pleeze name my baby same as I give ya?'
"Tony, wh-y do you make such a request?" asked

the clergyman.
"Well, ya see-it's lika dis: My firsta boy I tella

ya I wanta heem chris'nd 'Tom' and ya putta "Tomass'
on heesa paper. Now I wanta dis boy namea 'Jack'
and no more."

Fountain of Youth, At Last!
Barber: "Hair is very thin' ontop, sir."
Customer: "Yes, result of too much 'Anno Domini'."
Barber: "That's no good, sir. Try some of our

lotion."

-,-~
Links from a Chain Store.



2:15 ComedyTeam
2:30 Verrtnloquist
2:50 n·ained Seals
3:00 Ol·chestra
3:15 ~Night in Jait
3:45 LightningArtist
4:00 SOng &Dar.
4:15 Ne-w-s Reel
4:S0 ~HotDogs
5:00 GrandFina

BILL
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Why not----
a vaudeville manager
for "faculty adviser"?
NOBODY understands the principle of a bal-

anced program better than the manager of a
vaudeville house.

That's a thought to you men now making out
your study programs. Balance the chemistry
with English literature; balance your calculus
with economics.

It all gets down to the fact that in industry
today, electrical communication included, you
will Jnd men well-grounded in their specialty but
broad in human sympathies-men of the "all-
around"type who can shoulder big responsibility
in a big organization.

~srern EJ~ttric Company
Makers of th« Nation's Telebhones

Number 61 0/ a Series

""



A Willing
and Indispensable Servant

\

\ G IFTY-FIVEYEARSAGOayounginventornamed
~\ 1ffl~J Simon Ingersoll decided to pit his skill and inven-
!:/ J'f:~ tive talents against the crude, laborious methods
;111~~1 of hand drilling then in use. The result of his
~~J.m experiments was the original rock drill. Curiosity

f ~ '-' .;::- seekers crowded about at its first demonstration;
D but only a few saw in the tool the first of those applications

which were later to make air-power a sister force to electricity
and steam.

Since that time, hundreds of practical appliances have
supplanted the original rock drill, and powerful, high-pressure
machines have made of compressed air a willing and indis-
pensable servant.

There is scarcely an industry, nowadays, in which pneu-
matic devices do not play some part. There is scarcely an
object of everyday use whose production has n.ot been
speeded by air-power in some form.

What was once a laboratory experiment is now an indus-
trial necessity. It has been the lot of Ingersoll-Rand
Company to develop this force and to provide its world-
wide distribution.

INGERSOLL-RAND COMPANY
11 Broadway New York City

Offices in principal cities all over the world

To-day powerful air compressors, both stationary
and portable, supply the power

for the rock drills
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Steel Sheets that Resist Rust!
The destructive enemy of sheet metal is rust.
It is successfully combated by the use of pro-
tective coatings, or by scientific alloying to re-
sist corrosion. Well made steel alloyed with
Copper gives maximum endurance. Insist upon

One Thousand Feet of Gas
Illustrative of the possibilities of the gas industry is

the statement that 1,000 cubic feet of gas will:
Prepare 18 meals for six persons.
Bake 50 one-pound loaves of bread in the home.
Heat shaving water 1,000 days.
Bake 880 three-quarter-pound loaves in a Pee oven.
Roast enough coffee to make 2 cups a day for 70
years.
Bake 1,700 three-quarter-pound loaves in a Perkins

continuous oven.
Light two cigars a day for 500 years. KEY STON E
Anneal 625 pounds of fine wire.
Anneal 250 pounds of ball bearing steel. C

Boil 275 gallons of water.
Bake 500 brick. Rust Rest-st inn
Prepare 330 single restaurant meals. - ~
Japan 2,600 talcum powder cans. C S I
Roast enough cocoa beans for 45,000 cups. opper tee
Melt enough lead to make 375 feet of cable covering

2~x-h inches.
Do the work of two hens in hatching eggs.
Broil 70 three-pound steaks.
Barbecue enough ham to make 1,750 sandwiches. ee s
Prepare enough varnish for two coats on a hardwood

floor 6 ft. wide and 2,000 ft. long .
. -Consolidated Investors News. .

Black and Galvanized
"I"::,,. :0).! ..•,dl\\\!H\\W,\\\\'

Keystone Copper Steel gives superior service for roof-
ing, siding, gutters, spouting, culverts, flumes, tanks, and
all uses to which sheet metal is adapted-above or below
the ground. Our booklet Facts tells you why. We manu-
facture American Bessemer, American Open Hearth,
and Keystone Copper Steel Sheets and Tin Plates.

Black Sheets for all purposes
Keystone Copper Steel Sheets
Apollo Best Bloom Galvanized Sheets
Apollo-Keystone Galvanized Sheets
Culvert, Flume, and Tank Stock
Corrugated Sheets
Formed Roofing and Siding Products
Automobile Sheets-all grades
Electrical Sheets, Special Sheets
Deep Drawing and Stamping Stock
Tin and Terne Plates, Black Plate, Etc.

Out' Sheet and Tin Mill Products represent the highest standards of quality, and
are particularly suited to the requirements of the mining, engineering, and general
construction fields. Sold by leading metal merchants. Write nearest District Office.

American Sheet and Tin Plate Compa!!y
General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh, Pa,

=========DISTRICT SALESOFFICES=========
Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York

Philadelphia Pittsburgh St. Louis
Pacific Coast Representatives: UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCo., San Francisco

Los Angeles Portland Seattle
Export Representatlves e UNITEDSTATESSTEELPRODUCTSCO., New York City

LEBLOND
LATHES

TOOL ROOM .GRINDERS
MILLING MACHINES

70 the engineering student body we ex-
tend a cordial invitation to visit our
modern plant, to see on display the latest
developments in lathes, milling machines
and tool room grinders, and to study our
manufacturing methods.

A visit will prove decidedly interesting to
those who contemplate positions of re-
sponsibility in manufacturing shops.

THE R. K. LEBLOND MACHINE TOOL CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

Misunderstood
Man (at ball game): "Come on home, you darn fool!"
Wife: "Why John, we just got here."
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How Does Anyone Know?
Dr. Jason Noble Pierce, pastor of the church attended

by the President, says, "Mr. Coolidge can't sing."
But we take it that it is not so important that Dr.

Pierce should know that the President .cannot sing, or
that through Dr. Pierce the public should know that
the President cannot sing.

What is important is, that the President should
know, himself, that he cannot sing.-Ex.

Admission Free
A widower was to be married for the third time and

his bride had been married once before.
The groom-elect wrote across the bottom of the

wedding invitation sent to a friend:
"Be sure to come; this is no amateur performance."

Brevity
Victim: "Cut all three short."
Barber: "What three?"
Victim: "Hair, whiskers, and chatter."

Conjugal Felicity
Nut: "They are a well matched pair."
Meg: "How's that?"
Nut: "He snores and she's deaf."

Hobson's Choice
"If you plead guilty, which you are," said the police

judge, "the court will be easy with you. But if you
plead not guilty, which you ain't, and the court finds
you guilty, which it will, it'll go hard with you. What
do you plead-guilty or not guilty?"
-~~.-

Varsity Recreation Hall
John Kolde, Prop. West McMillan St.

t

Identified
Bystander: "Did you get the number of the car that

knocked you down, Madam?"
Victim: "No, but the woman driving it wore a

tweed suit lined with canton crepe and had on a peri-
winkle hat trimmed with artificial cherries."-Clipped.

Mannishly Dressed Lady: "Did you catch any fish,
little boy?"

Country Boy : "No."
Mannishly Dressed Lady: "No, what~"
Boy (gazing dubiously at her rig): "Blamed if I

know." .

Clifton Heights Shoe Repair Shop
immediate service

W. 6490 L 167 W. McMillan

Force of Habit
Head barber (as Play tells us the story): "Well,

Tony. you're late for work again. Wotsa big idea,
huh?"

'Tony: "Boss, itsa lika this. I starta shave before I
leave da house. And firsta the eng you know, I talk
myself into a shampoo and a massage."

Faster, cleaner sawing
..- the result of improved design

INthe course of their continuous effort to
keep Brown & Sharpe Cutter design up-

to-the-minute, the Brown &
Sharpe engineers offered the
Saw with Side Chip Clearance
which is shown at work above.
It is especially recommended
for the faster cutting of iron and
steel.

The clearance on the sides of
the teeth behind their cutting
edge increases the chip capacity Note Jhape'7the

f h d k ibl Teeth giving plenty ofo t e saw an rna es POSS! e side ChiP Clearance.

coarser feeds at increased speeds without drag-
ging or clogging. The figure below shows this
operation.

There is considerable information about
Cutters in the New
No. 30 Small Tool
Catalog. We will

r-: gladly send
a copy at

~ your re-
r quest.

BROWN & SHARPE MFG. CO.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., U. S. A.



"~ .ihis picture
makes

electrical history!"
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continued to solve 08-

cillogra ph pro blems,

The oscillograph
films the records of
electric current by "What's the future with a large organization?" That is
means of an appara- what college men want to know first of all. The question
tus of surpassing is best answered by the accomplishments of others with similar
delicacy. The most training and like opportunities. This is one of a series of advertise-
modern type, for ments portraYIng the progress at West!nghousc of typical college
• t" h . graduates off the campus some jive-eIght-ten years.Ins ance, as a VI-

brator strip that is
55/ I00,000 of an inch thick-Ys the
diameter of a human hair. 1t contains a

mirror I 7/1000 of an inch wide.

But before Legg began his study, the
oscillograph, itself, was a clumsy con-
trivance weighing almost half a ton. He
proved" that a compact oscillograph,
operated with an incandescent lamp, was
practicable; first, with a three-element
model (one that will record the action of
three phenomena at the same time) weigh-
ing about 135 pounds. This was in 1917.
More recently a nine-element oscillograph
weighing only "100 pounds has been de-
veloped. And, acme of creative genius,
Legg has just produced a baby one-ele-
ment oscillograph, called the 08180-
which weighs but 772 pounds! For good
measure, Legg designed a holder for load-

-so studious, inquisi-
tive Joe Legg was told,
when he displayed a
strange zigzag image
covering n ear 1y the
whole of an oscillo-
graph film to instructors

I. W. Legg and fellow students at
Worcester Polytechnic Institute back
in 1915.

For Legg had done something that had
never been done before at Tech. He had
corralled the picture of a transient phenom-
enon. Translated, that means he had been
able to photograph the electrical disturbance
resulting from the closing and opening of
a circuit breaker. From that moment the
story of the modern oscillograph is synony-
mous with the story of Joseph Willard
Legg, E. E. '16.

Legg's novel experiment was accom-
plished by a form of remote control rigged
up for the college laboratory's oscillograph.
800n the Westinghouse Company ordered
one of his controls. And it was natural that
Legg should follow his device to East Pitts-
burgh the next autumn, after he graduated.
First in the Research Department, then in
the Material and Process Department, he

ing the oscillograph film in daylight, some-

thing that had been fruitlessly tried for years.

As a result of these advances, power
companies are saved enormous expense in
learning vital characteristics of their cir-
cuits-and in solving problems faced by
their plants. For instance, by devising a
way to automatically record chance dis-
turbances on power lines, Legg has made
it possible with the 08180 to start
recording a picture 1/1000 of a second
after lightning causes a flash.

And so it goes at Westinghouse with
many college men - not just one or a
few-but with hundreds throughout the
organization. They do their part in ad-
vancing the electrical industry while they ply
their profession amid unlimited opportunity
for creative work.

Westinghouse



PAY US A VISIT
To those of you who are intending to
take up places of responsibility in manu-
facturing plants using machine tools we
extend a cordial invitation to visit our
plant at Oakley. You will find the latest
design Milling Machines and Grinders.
We know it will pay you to become
thoroughly familiar with our products
and our manufacturing methods.

The Cincinnati Milling Machine Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

, This Pyramid Column Cincinnati Miller has
i the motor enclosed in the column. It is the
.-;-latest design single pulley machine of its
" size and type, and typifies the progressive-
I ness of our design and products.

A Proposal-In Two Parts
Letty: "Bill proposed to Helen last month, while

they were out riding."
Betty: "Then how is it that their engagement is

just announced?"
Letty: "She couldn't accept until they came out of

the hospital."

Speeding Him
Sistah Jones, I'se takin' up a collection fo' de benefit

of our worthy pastah," explained one of the brethern.
"You know, he's leavin' us fo' to take a church down
in Mobile, an' we thought we'd get together and give
him a little momentum."

Real Salesmanship
The new girl at the perfumery counter had received

her training in a bookstore. She hadn't been long on
her new job when a customer, after looking over the
display, picked up a bottle and asked, "Is this a good
brand of perfume?"

"That, madam, is one of our six best smellers," de-
clared the new salesgirl.

West 2431

The STUDENT CONFECTIONERY
CANDY - CIGARS - STATIONERY

Hughes' Corner, at the End of Clifton Avenue

-
p ~ 0 N E 1250 Pe ra PLdCQ 0 E 5 I G N I N G
MAl N R~TOUCHING
7046 CINCIN NATI PI-IOTOGRAPI-IING

~ALI=-TONES
ZINC ~TCHING
PROCI;5S PLATtS
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Bell and Spigot Joint

THE Bell and Spigot Joint
for Cast Iron Pipe, adopted

over one hundred years ago, is
the preferred joint today.

It is tight, flexible, easily made
and non-corrodible. There are
no bolts to rust out •. It makes
changes of alignment or inser-
tion of special fittings a simple
matter. It can be taken apart
and the pipe used over again,
without any injury. It is not
subject to damage in transit.
In fact, it embodies practically
all of the desirable qualities In
an underground joint.

The use of this type of joint,
together with the long life of
Cast Iron Pipe, makes for ex-
rremelv low maintenance costs.

THE CAST IRON PIPE PUBLICITY BUREAU
Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago

rrrm'Wt"n=er RLT

C~11!iI11Ilt()N PIIJJ~e . r . L lIlI!l!l

Our new booklet, "Plan-
ning a Waterworks
System," which covers
the problem of water for
the small town, will be

sent on request

II

Send for booklet "Cast
Iron Pipe for Industrial
Servjce,': showing in-

--W teresting installotions to
THE: ACCEPTED STANDARD FOt'l meet special probLems

\UNDERCROUND CONSTRUCTION

"Is this a photo of your sweetheart?"
"Oh dear, yaas,"
"Well, I guess she's pretty wealthy."

His Reward
"But," protested the new arrival, as St. Peter

handed him a golden trumpet, "I can't play this in-
strument; I never practiced while on earth."

"Of course you didn't," chuckled the old saint.
"That's why you are here."

Passenger to Motorman: "Can you go any faster
than this?"

Motorman: "Sure I can, but I have to stay with the
car."-Great Lakes Bulletin.

She Wins!
"Dear Bettie," wrote the young man, "pardon me,

but I'm getting so forgetful. I proposed to you last
night, but really forgot whether you said yes or no."

"Dear Bud," she replied by note, "so glad to hear
from you. I know I said 'no' to some one last night, but
~ had forgotten just who it was."-Ex.

"I hear you've got a new maid at last. Is she a good
cook?"

"Oh, yes; she goes to church twice on Sundays-but
she can't cook."

Cash and Carry
"One of them city fellers tried to sell me the W001-

worth building."
"What did you say?"
"I sez, 'all right, young feller, wrap it up\"-Ex.

Tough Proposition
Customer: "It's tough to pay fifty cents a pound

for meat."
Butcher : "Yes, but it's tougher when you pay

twenty-five. "

Circumstantial Evidence
Trying to rattle the traffic officer, a young lawyer

fresh from college asked, "Are you positive that the
defendant was drunk?"

"No doubt," growled the officer.
"Why are you so almighty certain about it?"
"Well, anyhow," replied the cop, "I saw him put a

penny in the patrol box on Fourth Street and then he
looked up at the clock on the Presbyterian church, and
roared 'I've lost 14 pounds weight'."



McMillan at Clifton Ave.

CRANE VALVES

1VedgeGateVaz,ve
No. 68-E

This valve, for high
pressure superhea ted
steam work, is made of
Crane hard metal, a
pure copper-tin bronze
of an average tensile
strength of 40,000 lbs,
per SQ uare inch.

\.
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"When You Don't Know-Ask"
A hungry Frenchman walked into a cafe and wanted

eggs for breakfast. He had forgotten the English word
so he got around it this way:

"Vaiterre, vat is zatt walking in ze yard?"
"A rooster."
"Ah! And vat you call ze rooster's wife?"
"The hen, sir."
"And vat you call ze children of ze rooster and hees

wife?"
"Chickens, sir."
"And vat you call ze chicken before they are ze

chicken?"
"Eggs, sir."
"Bring me two."

II

52
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"You seem awfully young to be a drug clerk. Have you any
diploma?"

"Yep, Doc.-How much do you want?"

Division of Labor
Tony rented a hot dog stand next to the bank. One

day Tony's best regular customer asked Tony for the
loan of five dollars until the following Saturday. The
situation was critical with Tony. He was afraid of
losing the five and he was also afraid of losing the
customer. If he lost the five he would also lose the
customer; so he finally concluded it was best to refuse
the loan and consequently he addressed his customer
thusly:

"Tony no can maka da loan. You see ats disaway.
When Tony bought stand, Tony maka agreements
widda da bank-bank no sella de Hot Dog and Tony
no lenda da mon."-Ex.

In the age of the pioneers
The profession for which you are
studying, though concerned with
the most practical problems, is of
the very texture of American ro-
mance. From Eads bridge to the
Panama canal, American engineers
have been pioneers, accomplishing
the apparently impossible, Behind
the spectacular careers of Eads,
Goethals, hammond have been
other grea t Americans, research'
men whose unheralded con tri bu-
tions have helped make possible the
accomplishmen ts of their more
widely known brothers.
In thepioneeringperiodofAmerican
engineering, Crane Co. is proud to
have borneashare. From1855, when
the origina' Crane brass and bell
foundry was launched, un til the
presen t, Crane has led in the devel-
opmen tofvalves. 'The work of Crane
engineershasopened theway to hun-
dreds of engineering fea ts whi ch the
past could not have dreamed. As
Crane has served thousands of engi-
neers beforeyou,i t seeks toserveyou.

CRAN E
Address all in quir ie s to Crane Co., Chicago

GENERAL OFFICES: CRANE BUILDING, 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Fifty-fiue Cities

National Exhibit Rooms: Chicago, New York, Atlantic Cit)·, San Francisco and Montreal
WOrk;: Chicago, Bridgeport,Birmingham,Chattanooga.,Trenton, Montreal and St .Johns ,£Zue.

CRANE EXPORT CORPOR""TlON: NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, MEXICO CITY, HAVANA

CRANE LIMITED: CRANE BUILDING, 386 BEAVER HALL SQUARE, MONTREAL

CRAXC:-BE:\'1'<ETT, LTD., LONDON

CI! CRANE: PARIS, BRUSSELS

Best
Food

The Home of Good Eats

Best
Service



Safety-
The safety factor in the manufacture and use
of explosives has been developed through
exacting control and uniformity of product.

Nearly a century and a quarter of experience
enables du Pont to render industry a nota-
ble service in the reduction of blasting
hazard.

Du Pont explosives give better blasting re-
sults at lower ultimate cost-with safety-
because of their uniformity, stability and-
dependable action.

Safe methods of handling high explosives
are explained in the "Blasters' Handbook"
-a practical and authoritative work now
being used by instructors and students in
many of the leading technical institutions
throughout the country. It will be sent
free upon request.

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc.
Explosives Department

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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At Dawning
I love to hear the alarm clock in the morning. I am

unable to understand those who cannot bear the sound
of it, 'and who each morning are impelled anew to hurl
it out of' the window or smother it under the bed
clothes-just to sleep another half hour.

For me the alarm clock is the symbol of life, it is a
signal that the great city reawakens, that a new day
begins, that street and houses are filled again with
pulsating existence.

I love to hear the alarm clock in the morning. I am
a night watchman.-Ex.

Pure Gold
Waiter : "Want soup?"
Henry: "Is it good soup?"
Waiter: "Sure, fourteen carrot."

Consistent
John: "My motto is: 'What is worth doing is worth

doing well'."
Ruth: "I notice that when you make a fool of

yourself."

Fairview Dry Cleaners
"THE BEST YET"

We call and deliver

West 6965 213-215 W. McMillian

Simple Remedy
"Do you ever worry, old man?"
"Never."
"How do you work it?"
"In the daytime I'm too busy and at night J'm too

sleepy."-Ex.

Norman R. Baker We'B~ild Fay A. Norton

Distinctive Homes
Moderately Priced

To your order- For the market

BAKER AND NORTON
410 Traction Building Main 6683

I
~
.. ~.

On your deposits
makes a savings
account a profit-
able, growing in-
vestmen t. We
will gladly serve
you at our

U-NITY
North Cinti. Branch

Vine and Calhoun

The

PROVIDENT
Savings Bank & Trust Co.

Seventh and Vine

Mathematical Instruments ~ Drawing Materials

Special Prices to U. C. Students

The FERD WAGNER COMPANY
113 E. FIFTH STREET Opposite Post Office

Cincinnati Equitable Fire Insurance Co.
lOath ANNIVERSARY OHIO'S OLDEST FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

DIRECTORS
FRANK J. JONES
LOUIS E. MILLER
CHARLES P. TAFT
CHARLES L. HARRISON
CHARLES F. WINDISCH
MAURICE J. FREIBERG
WM. V. EBERSOLE
A. CLIFFORD SHINKLE
JAMES W. BULLOCK
TYLOR FIELD
CHARLES J. LIVINGOOD
JOHN D. SAGE

OFFICERS

FRANK J. JONES
President

CHARLES L. HARRISON
1st Vice-President

LOUIS E. MILLER
2nd Vice-President

Enw. H. ERNST
Sec'y and Treasurer

ORGANIZED APRIL, 1826

105 DIXIE TERMINAL BUILDING
POLICIES ISSUED FOR SEVEN YEARS RENEWABLE WITHOUT FURTHER PAYMENTS

ONCE INSURED - ALWAYS INSURED
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~'~ ..Only In I Tlrnkens
Only Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have made of special Timken electric furnace
the two-spot contact of rolls and rib which steel from the Timken steel mill.
assures positive roll alignment. Special alloy, special processes, special rna-
Only Timken Tapered Roller Bearings have l chinery, and special design pursued to its
the unit-stamped precision cage which virtu- ul tima te development are advantages
ally floats , since its only function is spacing- made possible by Timken resources.
not aligning-the rolls.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO.
Only Timken Tapered Roller Bearings are CAN TON, 0 H I 0~

The Timken Engineering Journal consists
of 110 pages of engineering material, in-
cluding bearing tables, recommendationsfor
bearing applications and other authentic,
informative material. Copies are available

jor faculty members requesting them"
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Dawg Gone!
An honest speeder had just hit a dog and had re-

turned to retrieve his damages if possible. He looked
at the dog for a moment and addressed the man with a
gun.

"Looks as if I'd killed your dog."
"Certainly looks that way."

.; "Very valuable dog?"
"Not very."
"Will $5.00 be enough?"
"Well-s-I guess so."

.. "Sorry to have broken up your hunt," said the
motorist pleasantly as he handed the owner a crisp
five-dollar bill.

"I wasn't going huntin'-jest goin' out in the woods
to shoot the dog."-The Spokesman.

Not so Good
Mrs. Flanagan: "Was your old man in comfortable

circumstances when he died?"
Mrs. Murphy: "No, 'e was 'alf way under a train."

Three Doors from Clifton Avenue

Dennig for Solid Leather Shoes
205 West McMillan St.

Catch As Catch Can
Hobbs: "Marriage makes me think of a quick-lunch

restaurant at noon-time."
Dobbs: "Why, how's that?"
Hobbs: "Well, one simply grabs something quick,

and pays for it later."

'The

C. w. Knowles Co.
PRINTING
in all its branches

THE HOME OF

KnowCo Monogrammed Playing Cards
'"'cores and 'Tallies

Order them from your dealer for your
next party-or for your

Christmas Gifts

Phone Canal 4478

804 SYCAMORE STREET • CINCINNATI

RAILWAY EXCHANGE
ST. LOUIS

Mauran, Russell & Crowell, Architects.
EveryWindow Above Ground Floor

Is Wire Glass
Permanence- Minimum Maintenance

Fire and Breakage Protection
were important factors

considered

MISSISSIPPI WIRE G:LASS C04
220 Fifth Avenue

Chicago New York St. Louis



Ce tr al Service
Station

A SIDE from standing ready with a Central Station that is the last letter in.£l.. engineering development-with a distribution system that is beyond re-
proach-with trained men at their post in order to give satisfactory seirvce

to our customers twenty-four hours a day, 365 days in every year-the Union
Gas and Electric Company reinforces this service by another intangible yet very
real aid rendered by the Industrial Sales Department.

Webelieve"that our customers using our Central Station Serviceknow that we
are more concerned with how much bigger results in production they can derive
from our Electric Service, than how much more energy they can consume.

The staff of the Industrial Sales Department is made up of Engineers who
stand ready at all times to give our customers, our prospective customers, or in
fact, anyone in our territory, their aid and advice in solving problems that may be
called personal to each manufacturing plant.

In order to recommend a more feasible and economicaloperating cost schedule,
these Engineers will spend all the time that is necessary in your plant making a
complete survey, establishing costs for power and suggesting a better and more
economicaluse of the energy that you are now buying.

W feel it our duty to offer to the community in which we operate, this service.
It is given freely. There is no obligation carried with it, and we believe in it as the
medium through which we can establish the confidencethat wewant our customers
to ha e in their Central Station Service.

A call to our Industrial Sales Department will bring to your plant the service
of an engineer, whose duty it is to see that your problems are solved, and who shall
not leave you until you are satisfied.

Industrial Sales Department. Telephone Main 2000.

The U ion Gas & Electric Company
Our Industrial Engineers join hands with the Engineering Profession of Cin-

cinnati in contributing to the welfare of this great Industrial Community.
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